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Abstract: This research is an attempt to investigate the 

effectiveness of email forensic analysis and text mining 

techniques in identifying phishing emails. The dataset that is 

used for this experiment consist of suspicious emails reported 

by our clients that were delivered in their inboxes and hence 

our anti-spam solution was not able to detect them.  

In this paper, the importance of inspecting the email header 

fields and their role in verifying the legitimacy of an email 

address is discussed. Moreover, use of techniques such as 

readability metrics and text mining methods such as frequent 

pattern detection, association rules and document similarity 

for phish detection are explained. Lastly, a few binary email 

classifiers are trained and tested and their results are 

interpreted. 

 
Keywords: Email Forensics Analysis, Phish Email Detection, Text 

Mining, Readability Tests. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Simplicity, speed and a relatively high degree of anonymity 

of email make it a powerful tool for cybercriminals. 

According to Verizon’s 2018 Data Breach Investigations 

Report [1], Phishing and pretexting represent 98% of social 

incidents and 93% of data breaches. Email continues to be the 

most common vector (96%).   

The most common way cybercriminals penetrate networks is 

by stealing and then using valid credentials. Password theft 

occurs using many different methods, e.g., phishing, 

malware, man-in-the-middle attacks, and brute-force 

password learning. But phishing likely remains the most 

effective method, as unsuspecting humans will continue to 

click links and open attachments if they have email access. A 

phishing attack is a practice of sending an illegitimate email 

or text message falsely claiming to be from a legitimate 

person or website to lure recipients to disclose their sensitive 

information. Sometimes a phishing email with a malicious 

link is used to take users to fake websites of mimicking 

trustworthy sites that ask them to submit their credentials. 

The phishing attacks success rate is high mainly because of a 

recipient’s lack of awareness, being visually deceived and not 

paying attention to security warnings.  

Email crimes can be divided into two categories [2]:  

• Crimes committed by sending emails such as email 

spamming, mail bombing, phishing, etc. 

• Crimes supported by emails such as harassment, 

pornography, identity fraud, cyber blackmailing, 

etc. 

Phishing attacks are divided into the following types [3]: 

• Spear Phishing: instead of sending thousands of 

emails, an attacker aims at targeting specific individuals 

within a company who probably have access to sensitive 

information. 

• Whaling phishing: is a specific type of phishing 

attack that targets high-profile employees, such as the 

CEO or CFO or politicians and celebrities to steal 

sensitive information. 

• Pharming (Phishing without a lure): Mostly using 

DNS Cache poisoning and Host File Modification, the 

attacker executes malware on a target machine to 

automatically redirect victim’s traffic to a website 

controlled by the attacker. 

• SPIM (Spam over instant messaging): Spimmers 

exploit instant messaging platforms as a tool to spread 

spam which generally include embedded hyperlinks or 

malware to gather personal information.  

 

In this paper, a binary classification approach to detect phish 

emails with high accuracy is presented. The rest of this paper 

is structured as follows: 

Section II contains a brief introduction about how an email 

system work, the anatomy of a phishing email, an overview 

of email header and email forensic analysis and basic 

modules of an anti-spam solution. In section III, our 

experiment is explained in more details which include a 

description of our dataset, investigating the effectiveness of 

header analysis, use of readability metrics and various text 

mining techniques. At the end of section III, we clarify our 

approach to train and test a few classifiers by generating word 

vectors and TF-IDF values.  

Section IV covers other countermeasures to phishing attacks. 

Section V and section VI, contain conclusions and future 

directions.  

 

2. BACKGROUND 

2.1. How Does Email Work? 

Sending and receiving email could be slightly different in 

case of a web-based email service (e.g. Gmail, Ymail, …) and 

an email client program installed a computer such as Outlook. 

An outline of how email work is as follow: 

I. The sender composes a message using email client. 

II. The email is uploaded to the sender’s SMTP (Simple 

Mail Transfer Protocol) server as outgoing mail. 
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III. The sender’s SMTP server communicates with a 

DNS (Domain Name Server) to find out where the 

recipient’s email server is located and the email is 

dispatched.  

IV. Messages traverse the internet probably passing 

through several SMTP servers. 

V. Email arrives at recipient’s IMAP/POP3 server and 

is placed in recipient’s mailbox. 

VI. Recipient’s email client fetches the new messages 

VII. The receiver reads the message using email client. 

2.2. Anatomy of a Phishing Email: 

As shown in Figure 1, phishing emails aim to create a sense 

of urgency using intense language and scare tactics in the 

email’s subject line and body. The “From” field and the email 

footer usually represent a spoofed name or email address of a 

recognized person or company. The user greeting and email 

sign-off parts in phishing emails are often impersonal (except 

spear phishing emails) [4]. 

Shortened hyper-links (through bit.ly, goo.gl, etc.) are a 

common part of phishing emails. Sometimes links are 

formatted to look like a legitimate link that corresponds with 

the company and message of the fake email. However, rolling 

over the link reveals a different website. Moreover, phishing 

emails often include compressed/encrypted attachments [4]. 

 

 

Figure 1: Anatomy of a Phishing Email1 

2.3. Email Header Format 

An email is made up of two main parts: Header and Body. The 
header part contains all the technical information such as 
sender and email server information, timestamps and so on. 
The body contains the actual message including optional 
written and attachment parts. The attachment may be any type 
of file such as pictures, documents, sound, and video, etc. 
Email header plays an important role in email forensic 
investigation. Since SMTP protocol (as the most common 
email protocol) doesn’t authentic the email sender, many 

                                                           
1 Image source: https://www.varonis.com/blog/spot-phishing-scam/ 
2 List of MUA header formats: 

https://www.forensicswiki.org/wiki/List_of_MUA_Header_Formats 

fields in the email header can be forged easily but it still may 
provide some helpful information about the attacker. As 
shown in Figure 2, Each field in the email header is divided 
into three components:  

• Field Label 

• Followed by a semicolon ":" 

• Field Body 

email header analysis could help with obtaining the following 

information: 

• Sender/Recipient(s) email addresses 

• Sender's IP address 

• Sender's SMTP Server and servers in transit: Mail 

servers can add lines onto email headers, usually in 

the form of "Received" lines. 

• Time Stamp Details 

• Mail User Agents (MUA)2  

• Encoding information 

• Various X-header information added by different 

SMTP server and MUA during the whole email 

sending process 

• Return-path (Errors-To) which specifies an email 

address for mailer-generated errors to go to (instead 

of the sender’s address). 

• Message-Id which is a unique identifier assigned to 

each email by the first mail server it encounters.  

 

 

Figure 2: Some important fields in an email header3 

 

The header fields are organized from bottom to top hence 

sender’s information will be located at the very bottom of the 

header part of the concerned email. Presence of some email 

header fields such as Message-ID or Signature can help 

investigators to determine if the email in question has been 

forged.  Email headers can be easily forged, so generally, they 

should not be used as the only source of information for 

forensic analysis. 

3 Image source: https://www.freeviewer.org/email-forensics/ 
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2.4. Email Forensic Analysis Steps  

In a nutshell, investigating a suspicious email includes 

following steps [2]:  

I. Obtaining a search warrant and seizing the computer 

and email account 

II. Obtaining a bit-by-bit image of email information 

III. Examining the email headers 

IV. Tracing email origin 

V. Forensic acquisition email archives so that it can be 

accessed fast later. 

VI. Deleted emails recovery 

There are several open source or proprietary email forensics 

tools that facilitate the steps. These tools can help the 

investigator to repair a damaged email database, recover 

deleted emails, trace emails, interpret the email headers and 

search huge email databases for information. Charalambous 

et al. in their paper [5] have provided a review of some 

popular email forensic tools. 

2.5. Basic Characteristics of a commercial Anti-

spam/phish Solution 

Generally, an anti-spam solution tries to filter out messages 

by rating them based on the probability that the message is 

malicious. Normally based on some message characteristics, 

a score is calculated and assigned to each email which also is 

known as the Spam Confidence Level (SCL).  

As an example, Figure 3, shows how default anti-spam 

features of Microsoft Exchange Server filter inbound 

messages.  When an SMTP server connects to the Exchange 

server and initiates an SMTP session, filters are applied in the 

following order [6]: 

 

Connection filtering: examines several IP Allow lists to 

decide if the initiated SMTP session is safe. 

Sender filtering: examines the sender e-mail address 

contained in the from header fields against the list of blocked 

senders. 

Recipient filtering: examines the recipient against the 

Recipient Block list. 

Sender ID filtering: initially it determines the Purported 

Responsible Address (PRA) as described in RFC 4407 and 

then performs a Domain Name System (DNS) lookup against 

the domain part of the PRA. In case of the existence of a 

Sender Policy Framework (SPF) record, the module uses the 

SPF record to evaluate the message according to the 

specification for RFC 4408.  

Content filtering: if certain conditions are met, this agent 

assigns an SCL rating to emails and according to SCL value 

determines if a message should be accepted or rejected. 

Sender Reputation Filtering: calculates Sender Reputation 

Level (SRL) which is a number from 0 through 9. A value of 

0 indicates that the sender isn't likely to be a spammer; a value 

of 9 indicates that the sender is likely to be a spammer. 

                                                           
1 Image source : https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/previous-

versions/office/exchange-server-2010/aa997242(v=exchg.141) 

 
Figure 3: Microsoft Exchange server’s Default anti-spam features with 

antivirus filtering of inbound messages from the Internet1 
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Attachment Filtering: can block attachments based on their 

MIME content type, file name, or file name extension. 

Antivirus Scanning: detects messages that seem to contain 

malware. 

Junk E-Mail Filtering: when an email is sent to the intended 

recipient's mailbox, based on SCL rating, junk e-mail 

filtering is applied to determine if an email should go to 

recipient’s Inbox or Junk Email folder. 

Email spoofing and forging email headers are relatively easy 

tasks which help cyber criminals to bypass most of the anti-

spam mechanisms depicted in Figure 3.  

 

3. THE EXPERIMENT 

This section presents our phish detection approach in more 
details. 

3.1. Dataset 

Our dataset consists of 134 phish emails reported by our 

clients. These emails were delivered in the recipient’s inbox 

which means both corporate anti-spam solution and client’s 

spam/junk email detection tools (if any) failed to detect them. 

Based on the characteristics of received phish emails, they are 

classified into the following categories: 

 
Table 1: Phish emails enumeration 

count Phish email Category 

3 Credential Harvesting (Social Engineering) 

79 Malicious links in the email body 

15 Malware as attachment 

20 Password protected malware as an attachment 

11 Spam 

5 Spoofed Email 

2 Scareware/Ransomware 

In addition to phish emails, 170 benign emails were added to 

our dataset. These emails mostly consist of news digest, 

announcements, job postings and some public internal 

communications that employees had received during the 

monitoring time. 

3.2. Header analysis of phish emails 

As mentioned before, forging email headers is relatively an 

easy task which makes most of the header fields unreliable. 

The simplicity of providing fake information doesn’t mean 

that investigating header fields should not be done. Basically, 

in many phishing attacks, the attackers cannot change some 

fields (such as the “Received” lines pertinent to intermediary 

email servers) or they don’t bother manipulating email header 

fields when their targets are non-technical people who 

probably will not perform any forensic analysis. Therefore, 

not all phish emails have fake header information.  

3.3. Verifying the legitimacy of email addresses 

Sometimes verifying the email address that has appeared in 

“From” line or the one in the “Return-path” field can 

determine if the sender’s email address is valid. Many 

attackers use fake email addresses to hide their identity. There 

are several email verification tools 1  to validate email 

addresses. Typically, an email verifier tries to ensure a 

specific mailbox exists. It attempts connecting to the sender’s 

mail server and simulates sending a message by use of the 

MX record extracted from a given email address. The results 

                                                           
1https://www.capterra.com/email-verification-tools-software/ 

are not always accurate since some mail servers do not co-

operate in this process. Moreover, an email verification tool 

measures the email legitimacy through a combination of 

techniques such as email address syntax check, IP blacklist 

check, etc.  

After performing syntax and domain/MX record checks, we 

noticed that around 20% of received phish emails had an 

invalid format (syntax error) and 23% of email addresses 

didn’t exist at all, as shown in Figure 4. According to the 

findings, this simple but effective technique could predict 

many spam/phishing emails. 

 

 
Figure 4: Phish email address validation results 

  

3.4. Determining Phish Emails Origin 

Inspecting sender’s (and intermediary SMTP servers) IP 

addresses can help investigators to trace where the messages 

have come from. Parsing the “Received” lines added by email 

servers can reveal name and IP address of sending email 

server. Each “Received” line contain the name of receiving 

email server and the server name and IP address of the 

machine this server received the message from. When an 

email server receives a message, a “Received” line is inserted 

at the top of the message header. Thus, the very last 

“Received” line at the bottom of the header contains 

information about the sender (first email server in the chain).  

Like other header fields, “Received” line forging is possible 

and very common. Sometimes identifying the forged 

“Received” lines is possible by comparing the two 

consecutive lines. If the sending/receiving information in the 

two lines don’t match, the earlier line has probably been 

forged.  

Tracing back the IP addresses of phish emails in our dataset, 

revealed that our organization receives phish email from 

several countries. Reconstruct a message journey from sender 

to recipient(s) can help administrators to know where the 

spams are coming from and blacklist some IPs if the 

organization is not expecting any emails from those locations. 

Figure 10 (Appendix A), shows the originating countries of 

phish emails.  

 

3.5. Email Body As Phish Indicator 

Unlike the email header, the email body text is a reliable 

source of information which can be used for identifying phish 

emails. Extracting and analyzing text patterns that frequently 

appears in phishing email is an important step toward 

Valid Emails
57%Invalid Address

20%

Email Doesn't 
Exist 23%
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automating detection of malicious messages using machine 

learning techniques.  

For instance, in our data set, there are several phish emails 

with compressed password-protected attachments. Attackers 

mostly attach encrypted malware to emails which can evade 

antivirus detection. Typically, attackers ask recipients to 

decrypt the attachments with the password that is provided in 

the email body. This pattern is very rare in benign emails and 

hence can be used to spot phish emails that fall into this 

category. 

Another common method that phishers use is luring victims 

to click on provided hyperlinks in email body which may start 

downloading malware or it may open a browser to redirect 

users to some phishing websites to collect victim’s 

credentials. There are several studies and commercial URL 

analyzers which basically try to detect malicious links in 

email body by analyzing some URL’s attributes such as 

lexical features, website contents, characteristics of hosting 

server and so on. In recent years machine learning techniques 

have been widely employed by researchers for malicious 

URL detection [7]. 

 

3.6. Readability Metrics Analysis 

It is common to see phish emails with typos, spelling 

mistakes, and incorrect grammar. As shown in Figure 10,  

many phish emails originate from non-English speaking 

countries. Typos always can happen and even it is common 

to see typos in messages that seem to be originated in English 

speaking countries but they are less frequent.  

Sometimes, attackers spoof an IP address from other 

geolocations to make their messages look more legit. 

Moreover, phishers may purposely use spelling mistakes (for 

some anti-spam sensitive keywords) to make it a little bit 

easier for their fraudulent messages to bypass "spam" filters.  

Readability metrics (or readability tests) can evaluate the 

readability of a given text, usually by counting syllables, 

words, and sentences. There are several tests to score 

readability of textual documents [8]. 

Tests such as Flesch Kincaid Reading Ease [9], Gunning Fog 

Index [10], and SMOG [11] were used to compare the 

readability of Phish and benign emails. For example, Flesch-

Kincaid reading ease score (FRES) is calculated using the 

equation (1) and higher scores indicate material that is easier 

to read; lower scores mark passages that are more difficult to 

read. Scores can be interpreted as shown in Table 2. 
 

206.835 − 1.015 (
𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑠

𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑠
) − 84.6(

𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑠𝑦𝑙𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒𝑠

𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑠
) (1) 

 

Some Phish emails in our dataset have little or no text in their 

body. This pattern itself might be an indication of a 

suspicious email. Our observations show that many phish 

emails have higher readability scores (FRES) which means 

they have a simpler structure and therefore they are easier to 

read. Our assumption is such phishing emails mostly are 

originated in non-English speaking countries. 
 

 

                                                           
1https://rapidminer.com/ 

Table 2: Flesch-Kincaid reading ease score 

Score School level Notes 

100-90 5th grade 
Very easy to read. Easily understood by 

an average 11-year-old student. 

90–80 6th grade 
Easy to read. Conversational English 

for consumers. 

80–70 7th grade Fairly easy to read. 

70–60 8th & 9th grade 
Plain English. Easily understood by 13- 
to 15-year-old students. 

60–50 10th to 12th grade Fairly difficult to read. 

50–30 College Difficult to read. 

30–0 College graduate 
Very difficult to read. Best understood 

by university graduates. 

 

As listed in Table 3, average grade level for phishing emails 

(with enough text in the message body or attachment) was 9 

which means they should be understood by 14 to 15 years old 

person. Average grade level for benign emails was 12 which 

means they should be understood by 17 to 18 years old 

person.  

 
Table 3: Readability tests results 

Readability Indices 
Benign 

Emails 

Phish 

Emails 

Flesch Kincaid Reading Ease 46.3 58.7 

Flesch Kincaid Grade Level 11.4 8.4 

Gunning Fog Score 13.2 9.7 

SMOG Index 10.7 8.2 

Coleman Liau Index 13.6 12 

Automated Readability Index 11.4 7.6 

 

3.7. Finding Common Text Patterns in Phish 

Emails 

As explained in section 2.2 (Anatomy of Phishing Email), it 

is common to see particular text patterns in phish emails. For 

example, sentences asking victims to click on a link, opening 

an attachment, reviewing an attached resume, using a 

provided password to encrypt files, etc. seem to appear in 

many phishing emails.  

Considering this fact, we decided to further investigate 

textual patterns and train a couple of classifiers using our 

samples and then evaluate the effectiveness of text mining 

methods for identifying phish emails. Our approach can be 

presented as follows: 

3.7.1. Identifying frequent words and phrases 

Knowing which words and phrases appear frequently in 

malicious emails can simplify the detection of phish emails.  

For each email, a text file containing email body text was 

created and then all text files were loaded into the 

Rapidminer1 software. Some of Rapidminer’s operators such 

as “Text Processing” plugin2 (as illustrated in Figure 5) were 

used to determine frequent words and phrases: 

2 https://marketplace.rapidminer.com/UpdateServer/faces/product_details.x

html?productId=rmx_text 
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Figure 5: Generating n-Grams using Rapidminer 

I. Tokenizing emails: which is basically splitting the 

text of each email into a sequence of words (tokens). 

Non-letter characters can be used as a splitting point 

in tokenizing models. 

II. Transforming all tokens to lower case to decrease 

complexity. 

III. Removing English stop words from tokens to 

decrease complexity. 

IV. Stemming tokens using Porter stemming algorithm 

[12] to discard suffixes of tokens which cuts down 

the words to their roots and decreases complexity.  

V. Removing tokens shorter than 2 characters and 

longer than 20 to decrease complexity. 

VI. Generating n-Grams for each email (n=3). the term 

n-Gram is defined as a series of consecutive tokens 

of length n and can be used to identify frequent 

popular phrases. 

VII. Removing tokens that were found only in a single 

document.  

Table 4, lists some of the popular tokens used in phish emails. 

 
Table 4: Some frequent words and phrases (stemmed to root) in Phish Emails 

Word/Phrase 
Total 

Occurrences 

Phish 

Emails 

Benign 

Emails 

utm 96.0 91.0 5.0 

blackberri 69.0 65.0 4.0 

invoic 33.0 26.0 7.0 

medium_email 32.0 31.0 1.0 

elqaid_elqat 31.0 31.0 0.0 

bb_secure 31.0 31.0 0.0 

http_app_biz 30.0 30.0 0.0 

com_utm_compain 26.0 26.0 0.0 

outlook 25.0 25.0 0.0 

 

3.8. Generating Association Rules 

Association rules are if/then statements that can help with 

identifying strong rules in databases using some measures of 

interestingness. Each rule has two parts, an antecedent (if) 

and a consequent (then). In our case, an antecedent is a word 

(or set of words) found in the data. A consequent is a word 

                                                           
1 https://docs.rapidminer.com/latest/studio/operators/modeling/associations

/fp_growth.html 

(or set of words) that is found in combination with the 

antecedent. The frequent if/then patterns are mined using 

algorithms such as FP-Growth, Apriori and Elcat and can 

help us to identify common rules in the phish email text. As 

depicted in Figure 6, the following steps were taken to 

generate association rules. 

I. Creating word vectors: which basically generates 

a matrix in which each row represents a phishing 

email and each column represent a word which 

makes it easy to find what words have appeared in 

each phishing email. 

II. Calculating frequent patterns: for this part, 

Rapidminer’s FP-Growth operator 1  was used that 

utilizes an FP-tree data structure to calculate all 

frequent phrases from the given word vectors. This 

algorithm only accepts input data in the binomial 

form.  

 

 
Figure 6: Generating Association Rules in Rapidminer 

III. Generating association rules from frequent 

phrases: Association rules are created by analyzing 

data for frequent if/then patterns and using the 

criteria support and confidence to identify the most 

important relationships. Support is an indication of 

how frequently the items appear in the database. The 

confidence indicates the number of times the if/then 

statements have been found to be true. The Create 

Association Rules operator takes the frequent 

words/phrases (created in the previous step) and 

generates association rules.  

Rapidminer generated more than 400 association rules. 

Figure 7, shows a graph representation of an association rule 

which helps understanding how different keywords in phish 

emails are related to each other.  

Association rules can be used to create a decision tree like 

classifier that may ease phish detection.  
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Figure 7: a graph representation of an association rule (ISOM layer) 

 

3.9. Email Similarity 

In many cases, phish emails reported by employees were 

duplicate or very similar to previously seen suspicious 

emails. It seems attackers sometimes send an email to 

different individuals after slightly changing a few parts of the 

original email such as the recipient name/email, links in body 

text and so on. 

Document similarity (or distance between documents) is one 

of the central themes in Information Retrieval that can help 

us spotting a malicious email if it is very similar to the phish 

samples in our database. 

Usually, emails treated as similar if they are semantically 

close and describe similar concepts. The following procedure 

in Rapidminer was used to calculate the similarity of a 

suspicious email to known phish emails: 

 
Figure 8: Measuring the similarity of a suspicious Email to known 

malicious emails 

I. Loading suspicious email(s) and known phish 

emails into Rapidminer (using Process Documents 

from Files operator). 

II. Tokenizing emails, Transferring generated tokens to 

lower case and filtering tokens by length and 

English stop words. 

III. Creating word vectors and calculating term 

frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) 

[13] value for each token which is a numerical 

statistic that is intended to reflect how important a 

word is to a document in a collection or corpus.  

IV. Calculating email similarity using Cosine Similarity 

method [14]. 

V. Interpreting the results: The cosine similarity is 

particularly used in positive space, where the 

outcome is neatly bounded in [0,1]. Values close to 

one indicate the compared emails are quite similar 

and values close to zero means the algorithm has 

found very few overlapping words in compared 

emails. 

3.10. Training and Testing Binary Classifiers 

Binary classification is the task of classifying the elements of 

a given set into two groups (predicting which group each one 

belongs to) based on a classification rule. As illustrated in 

Figure 9, Rapidminer was used to train a few statistical binary 

classifiers with phish samples and evaluate their 

performance. For this experiment, Support Vector Machines 

(SVM with a sigmoid kernel and Rapidminer’s default values 

for parameters such as gamma=0, C=0 and epsilon=0.001), 

Naïve Bayes and K-Nearest Neighbors (K-NN with k=1) 

algorithms were chosen.  The training and testing phases for 

each classifier is as follow: 

 
Figure 9: Training and Testing classifiers 

 

I. Using “Process Documents from Files” operator to 

load benign and phish emails into Rapidminer. 

II. Generating n-Grams (n=3) as explained in section 

3.7.1 (Identifying frequent words and phrases). 

III. Generating TF-IDF values as explained in section 

3.9 (Email Similarity) for training the classifiers. 

IV. Saving generated Word List for reusing the trained 

model later (Store WordList operator). 
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V. Filtering out attributes with missing values (Select 

Attribute Operator). 

VI. Determining the target class attribute (Set Role 

Operator). The target class attribute has two values 

representing benign and phishing emails. 

VII. Training and estimating the performance of the 

classifiers using 10-fold cross-validation technique 

(“X-Validation operator). 

VIII. Saving model for later use (Store operator).  

 

The classifiers were trained using the TF-IDF value of the 

generated n-grams. For evaluating classifier’s performance, 

Accuracy, Kappa, Precision, and Recall values were 

calculated as listed in Table 5 and followed by a brief 

explanation for each parameter.  

Moreover, the Zero-R classifier (classification solely by 

chance) is used to create a baseline performance. Zero-R is 

the simplest classification method which relies on the target 

and simply predicts the majority class. The Zero-R algorithm 

could classify our samples with 55.92% accuracy.  

 
Table 5: Binomial Classification Results 

 
ZeroR K-NN SVM 

Naïve 

Bayes 

Accuracy 55.94% 95.43% 96.06% 78.63% 

Kappa 0 0.908 0.921 0.547 

Precision (Phish Emails) 0.00% 95.45% 92.36% 91.57% 

Precision (Benign Emails) 55.92% 95.35% 99.38% 73.76% 

Recall (Phish Emails) 0.00% 94.03% 99.25% 56.72% 

Recall (Benign Emails) 100% 96.47% 93.53% 95.88% 

 

Classification Accuracy: informally accuracy is the fraction 

of predictions our model got right. Formally, accuracy has the 

following definition (𝐸𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛(2)): 

 
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠
 (2) 

 

For binary classification, accuracy can also be calculated in 

terms of positives and negatives as shown in equation 3: 

 

𝑇𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁

𝑇𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁 + 𝐹𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁
 (3) 

 

Where TP = True Positives, TN = True Negatives, FP = False 

Positives, and FN = False Negatives. 

Kappa (Cohen's kappa coefficient(k)): it is generally 

thought Kappa is a more robust measure than simple 

percentage correct prediction calculation since it considers 

the correct prediction occurring by chance. Cohen's kappa 

measures the agreement between two raters who each classify 

N items into C mutually exclusive categories. k is calculated 

as shown in equation 4:  

 

𝑘 ≡
𝑃𝑜 − 𝑃𝑒

1 − 𝑃𝑒

= 1 −
1 − 𝑃𝑜

1 − 𝑃𝑒

 (4) 

 

where 𝑃𝑜 is the proportion of observed agreements and 𝑃𝑒 is 

the proportion of agreements expected by chance. If the raters 

are in complete agreement then k=1. If there is no agreement 

among the raters other than what would be expected by 

chance (as given by 𝑃𝑒), k=0. It is possible for the statistic to 

be negative, which implies that there is no effective 

agreement between the two raters or the agreement is worse 

than random [15]. 

Precision and Recall: precision is the fraction of relevant 

instances among the retrieved instances (equation 5) and 

recall is the fraction of relevant instances that have been 

retrieved over the total amount of relevant instances (equation 

6).  

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 =  
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑃
 (5) 

𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 =  
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁
 

 

(6) 

Where TP = True Positives, FP = False Positives, and           

FN = False Negatives. 

Table 5, indicates SVM and K-NN classifiers have yielded 

satisfactory results in predicting phish emails while Naïve 

Bayes classifier was able to detect almost half of the phish 

emails. Table 6, summarizes 3 classifiers confusion matrixes. 

 
Table 6: Confusion Matrix of 3 classifiers 

 

SVM K-NN Naïve Bayes 
true 

Phish 

Emails 

true 

Benign 

Emails 

true 

Phish 

Emails 

true 

Benign 

Emails 

true 

Phish 

Emails 

true 

Benign 

Emails 

pred. 

Phish 

Emails 

126 6 133 11 76 7 

pred. 

Benign 

Emails 

8 164 1 159 58 163 

 

4. OTHER COUNTERMEASURES TO PHISHING 

ATTACKS 

There are several other technical and non-technical 

approaches to counter Phishing attacks. Employing a two-

factor authentication mechanism, enforcing password 

complexity and password expiry policies are some simple but 

effective countermeasures that can reduce the success rate of 

phishing attacks. The last section of this paper briefly explain 

a few other countermeasures that are commonly in use in 

organizations. 

4.1. Continuous User Training and Exercise 

Probably one of the best non-technical countermeasures for 

phishing attacks is user training. Being sure that employees 

and clients know current phishing techniques could help them 

avoid becoming a victim.  Typically, organizations have an 

ongoing program of conducting simulated phishing 

campaigns to see which employees may fall victim. A 

simulated phishing campaign is one where the phishing is 

done in a controlled manner by the organization trying to 

better train staff. Employees that do fall victim might be 

asked to take some training courses.  

4.2. Utilizing an Email Authentication Method 

Email authentication, or validation, is a collection of 

techniques aimed at providing verifiable information about 

the origin of email messages and validating the identities of 

any MTAs who participated in transferring an email. Use of 

such techniques can effectively mitigate the problem of 
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emails with forged sender address (email spoofing) which is 

very common in phishing attacks.  

For this purpose, the most widely adopted techniques include 

Sender Policy Framework (SPF) [16], Domain Keys 

Identified Mail (DKIM) [17] and Domain-based Message 

Authentication, Reporting and Conformance (DMARC) [18]. 

4.3. Removing Suspicious Attachments and 

Malicious URLs 

Scanning email attachments for known malware (or 

removing files with extensions that are known to be utilized 

in malicious ways) before delivering emails to target inboxes 

can reduce the risk of malware infection.  

Phishing links often hide the real URL destination. 

Subdomains and confusing words are often inserted into the 

URL to simulate a legitimate destination and to deceive users. 

Therefore, checking the email body for any malicious links 

and resolving shortened URLs to ensure they don’t take users 

to risky websites is essential. 

5. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, the significance of the email forensic analysis 

for identification of phish emails was discussed. The 

experiment findings indicate that simple tests such as 

validating sender’s email address can help with detection of 

many phish emails. Moreover, we showed the effectiveness 

of readability metrics for spotting phishing emails with poor 

English structure that often come from non-English speaking 

countries.  

Finally, we presented a classification approach using text 

mining techniques that could detect unwanted emails with 

high accuracy.    

 

6. FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

Sometimes phishing emails have no text and instead, 

attackers put everything in attachments or use a clickable 

picture in the email body (in which the picture itself contains 

text, which will be ignored by some filtering technology). 

Identifying such phish emails and extracting text from email 

attachments and images using optical character recognition 

(OCR) techniques can make our approach more effective. 

It is very common to see links to malicious websites in phish 

emails. There are several published works [19] on analysis of 

URLs, host information and website contents for identifying 

phishing websites [20].  

Studying the lexical patterns of links (features such as length 

of URLs, number of dots, special characters and so on) and 

investigating host information such as IP address, DNS 

properties, etc. can provide more data for a classifier to learn 

from and this may result in better performance and higher 

accuracy. 
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7. APPENDIX A: PHISH EMAILS ORIGINS 

 

 
Figure 10: Phish Emails Originating Countries 
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ABSTRACT 

Recent cyber attacks are growing more and more 
sophisticated and diversified. With the advent of IoT, 
more and more devices are connected to a system, and 
the task to protect heterogeneous endpoints in the 
system efficiently and in a less differentiated way 
become more complicated and difficult, as the security 
and technology requirements for different systems are 
quite different. In this paper, the authors designed and 
implemented a micro-agent system which can work 
cross platform, to protect endpoint devices from 
certain vulnerabilities that lead to exploitation of the 
computational resources of these devices in real time. 
The developed micro-agent system, which is called 
CELLS, can run on mainstream operating systems 
(Linux, Windows, Mac Os), and also on systems such 
as Android and Raspberry Pi, providing detection of 
such attacks. 

KEYWORDS 

Cyber attacks, Cross-platform, Threat Monitoring and 
Detection, Mobile agents, Micro-agents, IoT security, 
Distributed Systems. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

A more recent serious identity information 
leakage was revealed when Marriott announced 
that as many as 500 million guests of Starwood 
hotels may have had their data stolen by hackers 
[1]. Incidents that involve new threats being 
exposed and critical information being leaked 
have almost become a daily occurrence. 
According to RiskIQ Evil Internet Minute report 
[2], every minute in 2018, businesses spent 
$171,233 to defend themselves, 1,861 people fell 
victim, and close to $1,138,888 was lost to 
cybercrime. In the same minute, there were 4 
potentially vulnerable web components 
discovered, with many more unknown 
vulnerabilities existing at system and/or 
application levels that can be leveraged by 

hackers. The question naturally arises, how do we 
protect ourselves more efficiently and effectively?  
Traditionally, we use antivirus (AV) products to 
protect our systems. However, AV products rely 
heavily on known signatures of malwares that are 
incorporated into the AV product database tagged 
by security researchers and/or security dynamic 
analysis systems. There are two problems related 
to these AV products. Firstly, a malware author 
who released a zero-day into the wild, is usually 
quite a few steps ahead of these AV products. By 
the time it can be detected, serious damage might 
well have happened. Although AV products can 
stop the outbreak of certain malware, however, 
more and more new types exist: oligomorphic, 
polymorphic or metamorphic, that evade 
detection [3]. Secondly, probably more 
importantly, more and more advanced attacks are 
based on file-less techniques [4]. The attackers 
trick the users to visit certain malicious websites 
and gain first a footstep into the system via its 
browser, then inject and run the malicious code 
directly in memory and continue to infiltrate or 
move to other endpoints laterally. These types of 
attacks are stealthier and can cause long-term data 
loss and damage to the system. Traditional AV 
products fail to detect them because their 
detections are malware-centric and rely on 
analyzing malware-specific artifacts.  
With the advent of IoT, almost every digital 
device can be connected to the Internet. This also 
means more devices and systems are liable to 
potential attacks.  IoT devices are very resource 
constrained with small footprints, e.g., sensors, 
actuators, smartphones, and even residential 
gateways. The standard way of detecting and 
responding to malware requires certain virtual 
execution environments with comprehensive 
code monitoring and profiling, which is definitely 
too costly and requires too much resource 
overhead to apply to such devices.  
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Micro-agent technology is an important research 
area that is under development now, and our 
research on CELLS is funded by the Ministry of 
Education’s Translational R&D and Innovation 
grant MOE2016-TIF-1-G-022. With CELLS, the 
micro-agents are designed to move cross-
platform seamlessly from one device to another in 
a network to form a large-scale, loosely-coupled 
distributed system and they can perform certain 
desired system security operations on behalf of 
the users and applications. There are specific 
advantages in the CELLS design paradigm:  

1. Convenience and Efficiency - the small
footprint micro-agents can move to
specified devices easily or push to all the
devices quickly through the existing
network connection.

2. Flexibility - easily update each micro-agent
and add new detection/functional features.

3. Concurrent execution - micro-agents on
different devices can perform the same or
different functions asynchronously.

4. Easy customization – we can customize
different features for different agents based
on the required contexts. For example, from
the security point of view, we may want to
add detection capability for the recent
spectre and meltdown [5] attacks to the
agent, or we may want to incorporate stack
overflow detection into other micro-agents
and these can be easily done. Attack-
focused detection clusters of micro-agents
can be generated.

Our objective is to develop and deploy 
lightweight micro-agents (CELLS) that can 
monitor, detect and respond in real-time to 
specific threats that exploit computational 
resource vulnerabilities in endpoints with 
mainstream operating systems such as Windows, 
Linux, and Mac OS, and also in resource 
constrained devices, such as Raspberry Pi and 
Android devices. Micro-agents that can provide 
endpoint security based on specified 
vulnerabilities in computational resources of 
different endpoints can protect against a wider 
spectrum of attacks independent of attack entry 
vector and platform characteristics.  

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK 

A lot of micro-agent system implementations are 
available, but with any given real scenario 
problem, to choose the right or most suitable one 
is still a big challenge for different researchers 
and developers. Each of these implementations 
have different characteristics, in terms of platform 
properties, usability, security management, and 
the primary domains which they can be applied 
to. Some of these characteristics and their 
subcategories are especially of interests when 
designing a cross-platform, real-time security 
micro-agent framework which can monitor, 
detect and respond to specific threats that exploit 
computational resource vulnerabilities in 
endpoints and also in resource constrained 
devices. We list a group of such characteristics or 
evaluation criteria that were used to compare the 
different system implementations in Table 1.  

Table 1.  The Evaluation Criteria 
Small footprint Self -defense Cross platform 
Event logging Real-time protection Scalability 

The principles of selecting different system 
implementations are based on the following: 
firstly, they are open-source; secondly, they can 
be deployed in large scale, or in mobile 
computing, distributed-based or agent-based 
scenarios; thirdly, they have been updated in the 
past ten years. According to these principles we 
have nine systems that are eligible for the 
comparison, listed in the following Table 2.  

Table 2.  The Chosen Eligible Systems 
AgentFactory AgentScape Cougaar 
EMERALD IDK JADE 
Jadex Jason JIAC 

Before we give more details, we provide an 
overview and an introduction to our evaluation 
criteria and the nine eligible systems. 

2.1 The Evaluation Criteria 

Small footprint: By this we mean that the size of 
the agent system is small, ideally less than 100 
MB, for mobility across resource-constrained 
IoT devices.  

Self-defense mechanisms: The agents need to 
have certain security capabilities that can defend 
themselves from potential attacks. 
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Cross-platform capabilities: There are different 
modern operating systems, such as Windows, 
Linux, Mac OS X, and Android, etc., and these 
work on different endpoint devices. The different 
implementations ideally should be execution-
compatible with all these operating systems.   

Event logging capabilities: The agents need to 
record important events and details about their 
actions, detection outcomes etc., these records 
will be used for real-time and post-event analysis. 

Real-time protection capabilities: The agents can 
detect different intrusions during or as soon as 
possible after the attacks.  

Scalability: The agent system can be deployed in 
large distributed, heterogenous networks.    

2.2 Agent Systems Overview 

As we mentioned, there are several existing 
software agent systems. Applying our selection 
principles, we located 9 compatible systems.  We 
will give an overview of these systems in 
alphabetic order.  

The AgentFactory Framework [6], an open and 
extensible framework for developing and 
deploying multi-agent systems that provides a 
Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents 
(FIPA)-based distributed Run-Time Environment 
that supports the deployment of diverse agent 
types, ranging from bespoke, reactive to 
deliberative. The framework has broadly two 
parts: support for deploying agents on laptops, 
desktops, and servers; and support for deploying 
agents on constrained devices such as mobile 
phones and sensors.  

The AgentScape [7] agent system, is geared to 
support large-scale, heterogeneous, secure, 
distributed agent systems at three levels: middle-
ware, services, and applications. Within 
AgentScape, agents are active entities that reside 
within locations, communicate with each other 
and access services.  

The Cougaar, [8] an open-source Java-based 
agent system that follows a cognitive agent 
architecture, was funded by DARPA, originally 
designed for providing the best solution to the 

difficult problems facing military logistics. Then 
it goes beyond and provides a survivable base on 
which to deploy large-scale, robust distributed 
applications.  

The EMERALD, [9] an implementation 
framework which is built on top of JADE [10], 
providing interoperable reasoning among agents 
in the Semantic Web, with third-party trusted 
reasoning services that the agents do not 
necessarily share a common rule or logic 
formalism to exchange their position justification 
arguments with other agents. 

The INGENIAS Development Kit (IDK) [11], 
is for developing multi-agent systems that 
supports the INGENIAS methodology. It uses a 
model driven approach based on the use of 
INGENME. INGENME is used to produce a 
visual editor for Multi-Agent Systems or MAS. 
MAS specifications are processed to produce 
programming code, HTML documents, or other 
required products. INGENIAS addresses 
roundtrip engineering issues as well, by a 
concrete folder structure and a code-to-
specification information migration tool. 

The JADE, JAVA Agent DEvelopment 
Framework [10], is a free software framework 
fully implemented in the Java language 
distributed by Telecom Italia. It simplifies the 
implementation of multi-agent systems through a 
middle-ware that complies with the FIPA 
specifications and through a set of graphical tools 
that support the debugging and deployment 
phases. A JADE-based system can be distributed 
across machines (which do not need to share the 
same OS) and the configuration can be controlled 
via a remote GUI. The configuration can be even 
changed at run-time by moving agents from one 
machine to another, as and when required.  

The Jadex [12] - these intelligent agents are a 
modelling paradigm, based on the notion of 
agents with mental states. The Jadex reasoning 
engine follows the Belief Desire Intention (BDI) 
model and facilitates easy intelligent agent 
construction with sound software engineering 
foundations. It allows for programming 
intelligent software agents in XML and Java and 
can be deployed on different kinds of middleware 
such as JADE.  
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The Jason [13] is a fully-fledged interpreter for 
an extended version of AgentSpeak, a BDI agent-
oriented logic programming language, and is 
implemented in Java. Besides the interpreting, it 
has also other important features such as speech-
act based inter-agent communication, the support 
for developing environments for multi-agent 
systems and to run a multi-agent system 
distributed over a network (using Saci or JADE), 
and fully customizable (in Java) selection 
functions, trust functions, and overall agent 
architecture. 

The JIAC [14], Java-based Intelligent Agent 
Componentware, a multi-agent architecture and 
framework that eases the development and the 
operation of large-scale, distributed applications 
and services. The framework supports the design, 
implementation, and deployment of software 
agent systems. The entire software development 
process, from conception to deployment of full 
software systems, is supported by JIAC. It also 
allows for the possibility of reusing applications 
and services, and even modifying them during 
runtime. The focal points of JIAC are distribution, 
scalability, adaptability and autonomy. 

2.3 Comparison of Different Agent Systems 

In this part we compare the different agent 
systems against the evaluation criteria we 
mentioned previously. Table 3, summarizes these 
comparisons, detailed as follows:  

Firstly, in terms of Small footprint, every single 
agent system, except the Cougaar, has a 

reasonable size, less than 100 MB. The reason for 
small size is that, as we need to cater for the 
different endpoints in our system, from desktops 
(which have enough storage space in the order of 
GBs) to small Android IoT devices (in the order 
of a few hundred MBs), the small size of the agent 
system ensures support for deployment and 
execution on most of the endpoint devices (if not 
all of them). 

Secondly, in terms of Self-defense capabilities, 
each of the above-mentioned systems has 
different levels of defense mechanisms to ensure 
their security. And self-defense capabilities are 
the “must have” features for any sustainable 
system.  For end-to-end security: AgentFactory 
uses signature and encryption, AgentScape 
framework uses authentication and private 
logging. Cougaar and Jason use authentication. 
EMERALD and JADE use signature, encryption 
and HTTPS support to guarantee end-to-end 
security. IDK and JIAC have not been equipped 
yet with end-to-end security. Jadex, uses flexible 
security mechanism based on shared secrets. In 
terms of platform security, Agent Factory, IDK, 
Jason and JIAC are equipped with average level 
of security.  AgentScape with a better level of 
security, EMERALD, Jadex and JADE are 
equipped with strong level of security, as the 
Cougaar was originally a military funded project, 
it has the highest level of platform security. 

Thirdly, in terms of Cross platform capabilities, 
some of the agent systems such as AgentFactory, 
AgentScape, EMERALD, IDK, JADE, Jadex 
and JIAC can be deployed anywhere with Java 
Virtual Machine (JVM) installed, regardless of 

Table 3.  The Comparisons of different Agent Systems 
Small 
footprint 

Self-
defense 

Cross -
platform 

Event 
Logging 

Real-time 
protection 

Scalability 

Agent 
factory 

✓ ✓ ☓ ☓ ☓ ✓ 

AgentScape ✓ ✓ ☓ ☓ ☓ ✓ 
Cougaar ☓ ✓ ☓ ☓ ☓ ✓ 
EMERALD ✓ ✓ ☓ ☓ ☓ ✓ 
IDK ✓ ✓ ☓ ☓ ☓ ✓ 
JADE ✓ ✓ ☓ ☓ ☓ ✓ 
Jedex ✓ ✓ ☓ ☓ ☓ ✓ 
Jason ✓ ✓ ☓ ☓ ☓ ✓ 
JIAC ✓ ✓ ☓ ☓ ☓ ✓ 
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the operating system, but the problem is that we 
cannot assume that the JVM is installed 
everywhere and anywhere, especially in these 
resource constrained devices.  Cougaar can be 
deployed in Windows and Linux OS, while Jason 
can be deployed on Windows, Linux and Mac OS. 
The Cross-platform capabilities ensure that, no 
matter which operating system the device is, we 
can have a uniform way of deploying the agent 
system and controlling the different micro-agents 
in the system, thereby boosting the efficiency and 
effectiveness of the whole system. 

Next, in terms of Event Logging and Real-time 
Protection against the intrusions. These two 
features are very important, each is to be used to 
for different aspects of a secure system. For 
example, an event, such as an agent move from 
one endpoint to another endpoint, or an agent 
under certain attack, or an agent is deleted 
(destroyed) etc., and needs to be recovered in real-
time for sustained system security as well as for 
later stage analysis, therefore the event logging 
and real-time protection are needed. To protect 
the system from certain specific types of attack 
might be very important for some security critical 
systems, for example, a production line, and to 
protect them in the real time is highly needed. 
These two important features are missing in all 
the 9 agent systems that are listed in Table 3.  

And finally, in terms of scalability, all the agent 
systems mentioned above have this important 
feature that can be deployed in large scale 
distributed networks.  

As mentioned previously, we want to design a 
cross-platform, real-time security micro-agent 
framework that can monitor, detect and respond 
to specific threats that exploit computational 
resource vulnerabilities in endpoints and also in 
resource constrained devices. And these above-
mentioned systems are lacking some fundamental 
abilities from our point of view. Specifically, 
these systems lack cross platform capability, real-
time protection, events logging and analysis. Our 
proposed system, CELLS, aims to plug these 
gaps. In the next section, we will introduce the 
design of our CELLS framework. 

3 CELLS: DESIGN OVERVIEW 

The goal of CELLS is to provide a light weight 
agent framework which can work cross platform, 
is self-defensible, and with log file analysis, can 
detect and respond to specific threats (real time) 
that exploit computational resource 
vulnerabilities in endpoints with mainstream 
operating systems as well as in resource 
constrained devices. We will give more details 
about the design of our framework to cater for all 
these features in this part. 

3.1 Cross-Platform Capabilities 

In order to achieve this first feature (cross-
platform) of our agent framework, we need a 
cross platform integrated development 
environment (IDE). There are quite a number of 
them to be selected from, and these are detailed as 
follows: 

KDevelop [15], which was built on modern open 
source technology. The KDevelop IDE offers a 
seamless development environment to 
programmers that work on projects of any size. At 
the core of KDevelop lies the combination of an 
advanced editor with semantic code analysis, 
which delivers an enriched programming 
experience. Additionally, KDevelop offers 
different workflows to assist the coder during the 
development process. It helps improve the code's 
quality, verify its functionality and then deploy it 
anywhere. Supported platforms include Linux, 
Solaris, FreeBSD, macOS and other Unix flavors 
as well as Microsoft Windows. 

CodeLite [16] is an open source, free, cross 
platform, lightweight IDE specialized in C, C++, 
PHP and JavaScript (mainly for backend 
developers using Node.js) programming 
languages which runs best on all major Platforms, 
include Linux, FreeBSD, macOS and Microsoft 
Windows, it supports all major compilers. 

Qt Creator [17] is a cross platform IDE to create 
C++ and QML applications for multiple desktop 
(Windows, Linux, MacOS), embedded 
(Embedded Linux, INTEGRITY, QNX, and 
VxWorks) and mobile platforms (Android, 
iOS/tvOS/watchOS, WinRT). It comes with a 
code editor, and is integrated with tools for 
designing, coding, testing, deploying and 
maintaining the software throughout its product 
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lifecycle. It has a simple and intuitive interface, 
features a code editor with syntax highlighting 
and auto-completion, drag-and-design UI 
creation, visual debugging and profiling tools and 
many other tools to support the project.  

As we can see from the description of Qt Creator, 
the framework has the ability to support different 
desktop operating systems, it also supports 
mobile and embedded platforms, an ideal tool for 
us to develop our agent framework which can 
work cross platform. 

3.2 Self Defense Capabilities of CELLS 

Any micro-agent system that is intended to be 
deployed in a hostile attack scenario, needs some 
mechanisms to defend themselves. Therefore, 
security concerns are always there for a designed 
micro-agent architecture. Basically, there are 
three major concerns: First, the integrity, namely 
self-protection, where the agents use some 
mechanisms to protect their code and data, and the 
state information. Second, the confidentiality, to 
protect the information carried by the agents. The 
third, the authentication, a process or action of 
verifying the identity of a user or process to use 
the agents. In order to deal with the security issues 
and other related concerns, some mechanisms or 
functions are used in the designed micro-agent 
systems in the previous section 2, such as 
encryption, digital signature, hash code, and 
cryptography protocols that secure data and the 
communication channels. However, these 
functions take a lot of processing powers and 
memories of the endpoints for real time detection, 
to include them into our design especially when 
target hosts include resource constrained devices. 
In the following sections, we provide details of 
the important functions related to the defense 
mechanisms of our designed architecture. At the 
supervisory level, we have a control panel that 
enables control of different security functions 
(behaviors) and movements of all the agents. 
However, these functions can also be preset to be 
executed autonomously by each deployed micro-
agent. 

Clone, the first core function of the control panel 
which relates to security mechanisms. When the 
system starts and micro-agents are sent to their 

destinations, for example, the objective may be to 
protect a production line from Spectre or 
Meltdown attacks. The agent which has the 
capabilities of detection of the Spectre or 
Meltdown attack will be cloned and sent over to 
the endpoints of the production line. More 
importantly, this mechanism will serve as the first 
line of protection, for example, after having sent 
the agents, some of them might be destroyed by 
some malware (most likely if the malware is 
advanced enough and can actively protect itself), 
or deleted accidently by an administrator (less 
likely, but possible), the deleted one will lose its 
connection to the GUI control panel, and the panel 
can then send a duplicate agent that has been 
cloned to the same endpoint. 

Steganography, the second core security related 
function. The agents not only can be cloned, but 
can also be hidden into a picture when the GUI 
control panel send commands to ask them to do 
so. This mechanism offers a two-fold benefit. A 
known fact of advanced, self-defending malware 
[3] is that it will first scan its environment to see 
whether it is safe for it to execute the malicious 
code. If the malware detects that it is being sand-
boxed or executed in a debugging or monitoring 
environment, it will either try to sleep more to 
delay the execution of the code or to delete itself 
or the monitoring agent, proactively. Our agents 
can hide somewhere in a picture to avoid the 
deletion in the first place, and after the scanning 
process of the malware, when the malware 
concludes that the environment seems safe, and 
execute the malicious code, our agents wake up 
and can detect it. Of course, there is a chance, that 
our agents can be deleted by the malware, but the 
control panel will detect the loss of connection 
and use clone function to duplicate and send a 
new agent to the same endpoint.  

Logs, another security related function and its 
paired RetrieveLogs function forms another line 
of defense mechanism. The log files will record 
every event related to the agents, its move from 
one endpoint to another endpoint, from active to 
steganographic state, malware detection related 
events etc., and transmit the recorded information 
to the control panel (the GUI interface) from the 
agents. These records can be used in real time, 
such as to alert the system administrator, or can 
be used in the later stage analysis. 
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3.3 Responding to Specific Threats 

Some pioneering work has been using the idea of 
micro-agents to detect system intrusions or 
anomalies. There are mainly two types of 
detection techniques in the current research work: 
the detection of misuse and the detection of 
anomaly. While the misuse detection [18] refers 
to using the patterns of the well-known attacks 
that are stored in the system to match and identify 
the known intrusions, the anomaly detection [19] 
is based on learnt profiles from normal behavior 
of users, hosts, networks and any deviations from 
these profiles are considered as attacks.  There are 
also some other works that employ the detection 
of both the misuse and the anomaly, such as in 
[20] [21] [22]. Most of the recent initiatives are 
based on the collaboration among different agents 
which have different roles to form a hierarchical 
structure in intrusion detection. In this structure, 
some of the agents collect the information, and 
some agents process the collected information, 
some agents will get the conclusion from the 
process agents and raise the alerts to the system 
administrator if something is happening.   Some 
of them are more theoretical frameworks and 
provide some general rules and principles on how 
the different agents collaborate among 
themselves in detecting such intrusions, such as in 
[20] [23]. Whereas some of them are more 
practical, with different implementations. In [22], 
the authors provide an architecture that was 
developed in Java using JADE [10], for detecting 
symptoms of attacks based on the SNORT [24] 
systems that can work in parallel with different 
fitted parameters for the different sensibilities to 
continually monitor the network conditions. In 
[25], the implementation is based on the IBM 
Aglet [26]. It has a learning mechanism based on 
the Bayesian theory that the agents extract 
information and analyze different actions and 
classify them into different categories, such as 
intrusion, dangerous actions and suspicious 
actions, and through a reasoning process to get the 
intrusion information and update the intrusion 
rules. In [27], to improve the reliability and 
efficiency of an intrusion detection system, a 
feature selection approach was used. It evaluates 
each feature or feature subset by the performance 
of a classifier, and the feature will be selected 
only if it results in the best performance of the 
classifier.  

The idea of hierarchical structure itself has 
important innate values, because it distributes 
different tasks to different agents. By organizing 
collaboration among them, the system gains 
efficiency and effectiveness. However, there are 
some drawbacks in this design philosophy when 
applied to our scenario. As an example, assume 
that certain malware attacks the agents, and 
destroys (all) the agents that in the middle layer(s) 
of the hierarchical structure, therefore the upper 
layers and the lower layers lose the connection, 
the entire system might be deactivated. Another 
point is that, sometimes, in a real-time security 
framework, we want to protect a certain crucial 
part of the network from certain types of attacks. 
For example, to protect a production line using 
micro-agents technology, we might want to have 
real-time report from every single host in the line 
that certain attack has happened, and it is more 
effective to let each of the host in the line to have 
at least an agent which has the functions and 
abilities to detect certain attacks. Should anything 
happen, the agent will report to a leader agent, 
launched earlier by the supervisory control panel, 
immediately. This design will have some 
advantages over the hierarchical structure design. 
First, it has a fast response as the agents are 
designed to detect specific types of attack. If any 
specific attack occurs, the corresponding agent 
can immediately send a message to the leader 
agent, and the leader agent will alert the security 
supervisor or administrator. Second, it has a 
higher reliability, since they don’t need to learn 
the pattern or profile of the network to detect any 
anomalies that may result in false positives. 
Therefore, we have a “less is more” design, the 
agents are designed to equip with the abilities to 
detect and respond to certain specific threats, 
these abilities are embedded into the agents, not 
learned from the statistics or profiles. The threats 
that we are currently focusing on are the Spectre 
and Meltdown, stack overflow and side channel 
attacks. CELLS can be easily scaled to support an 
increasing range of malware intrusions into 
systems.  

4 CELLS: IMPLEMETATION DETAILS 

There are mainly three parts in our CELLS micro-
agent system. 1. There is a leader, which is 
associated with the GUI control panel, with 
different features, including the commands that 
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can be sent to followers. 2. The file transfer 
utility, which may be installed on demand in 
specified endpoints. It is used to connect back to 
the leader to get the agent to be transferred to the 
same endpoint. 3. The follower agent(s), which 
can also be equipped with a GUI control panel to 
provide different commands for the different 
actions and can display the log files. 

4.1 Leader CELL 

The Leader CELL that is associated with the 
Control Panel, controls and communicates with 
the agent CELLS (follower agents) across a 
network. It has information about the agents that 
are running on the endpoints, and how many 
followers are connected to the Leader CELL via 

the assigned IP address and port number. It has 
different methods to control the agents, there is 
also a log function to record these actions of 
control. The Leader CELL has a single page GUI, 
communicates with follower agents via TCP/IP 
protocol implemented by Qt Socket. 

We list detailed the functional features of the 
Control panel / Leader CELL in the following. 

1. Clone - As mentioned previously, the agents
need to be cloned, and send over to the
endpoints that need these agents. Thus, Clone
function creates a desired number of
executable follower agents on local directory.

2. Message - The control panel can choose a
follower agent that is connected to it and
send text messages over.

3. Message All - Control panel can send
messages to all the agents that are
connected to it as broadcast messages.

4. Move – As the Follower agent will need
to be moved to a targeted location from
the local directory, the supervisor/
administrator will provide the location (IP
address). With the help of the file transfer
utility, the agent will be moved to the
target endpoint within the local network.

5. Stego - The Steganography function,
hides a selected Follower agent (at the
endpoint side) into a JPEG/ PNG file.

6. Rerun - It reverses the Stego command.
After having been hidden into the picture
file, the Follower agent can be reloaded
into memory and executed.

7. Retrieve Logs – fetches the Leader
CELL’s log file where all the historic
actions are stored (with time stamps).

8. Serialize – creates a snap shot of the state
of the Follower CELLS.  The state
includes log information messages,
commands received from Leader. The
state file is stored in the local directory as
a text file with time stamp details.

9. De-Serialize –This function reverses the
function of Serialize, the state of the cell
will be recovered by using the text file that
was stored in the local directory.

10. Terminate – The control panel can
choose one of the Follower agents that it
is connected to and terminate it. After that
the agent will be disconnected and
destroyed at the endpoint.

11. Message Set – The control panel can send
multiple commands to do a set of actions
with one command (for example, to
message first, then serialize, deserialize,
then stego, then rerun).

       Figure 1.  The Leader (Control Panel) Agent 
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 4.2 File Transfer Utility 

The file transfer utility, about 32KB in size and 
shown executing in Figure 2, can be installed on 
a specified endpoint. After that, an agent can be 
transferred from the control panel system to the 
designated endpoint. 

4.3 The Follower Agent 

The follower agent, shown executing in Figure 
3, may also be associated with a GUI control 
panel. It shows which server (the control panel or 
the leader) it is connected to, and it can disconnect 
from this leader if it wants to.  It can read the logs 
that are stored in a text file. Most importantly, it 
can launch a micro-agent which has the required 
malware detection capability, by clicking the 
Malware Detection button. This is the core of 
CELL’s malware detection sub-system. 

1. Connect – This function connects the
Follower agent to Leader with its assigned IP
address and port number. After successful
connection “Connection established with
Leader” message appears. At the Leader side,
the newly connected agent is displayed at the
Connected Followers list (as in Figure 1).

2. Disconnect - This function disconnects the
Follower agent from the Leader. The
disconnected agent can be reconnected again
by clicking the connect button again.

3. Clear - This function cleans the Log
window’s messages. This helps to clear the
clutter of messages appended over time.

4. Client_Log - This function gives the details
of the Follower CELL’s log file with all the
historic actions that stored in the endpoint.

5. Malware Detection - This function launches
the Follower agent embedded with the
required malware detection code. The
executable program runs separately and looks
for the malware threats. If it finds any threat it
will alert the Leader CELL via messages.

5 CELLS: PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 

In this section, we present our prototype system 
and detail experiments to show its effectiveness. 
Currently, CELLS can work on Windows, Linux 
(including Raspberry Pi devices), Mac OSX, and 
Android platforms. 

Figure 2.  The File Transfer Agent 

Figure 3.  The Follower Agent 

Figure 4.  The Agent Systems 
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5.1 The Design of Follower CELL Agent 

For different operating systems, we have pre-
configured agents for deployment and each 
deployed agent can be pre-configured with the 
requisite malware detection code. Each system 
can then be deployed with multiple agents 
containing capabilities to detect different 
malware intrusions. 
For example, if we want to have an agent to work 
on a Linux system endpoint, we will transfer the 
agent which is specifically configured for Linux 
systems, from the server side (where the control 
panel is installed) to the Linux system endpoint. 
The same process applies for a Windows system 
endpoint, and so on. But the control mechanisms 
are exactly the same. When the control panel 
chooses an agent to perform a certain function, it 
just chooses one that is connected to it and sends 
the commands over, no matter which operating 
system the agent is working on. The size of our 
agent is typically less than 4 MB, and the size will 
increase if we embed it with more detection 
capabilities. But since our framework is based on 
multiple micro-agents, we can directly cap the 
size of each micro-agent retaining its ability to be 
deployed on small footprint IoT devices.  

5.2 The Design of Leader CELL Agent 

The control panel (or the leader) itself is installed 
on the server side, the size of which is about 12 
MB. As the server usually will be installed on a 
desk top or a laptop, so this size is negligible to 

them. From the control panel side, all of the 
agents will be pushed out to connected endpoints. 

5.3 The Detection of Spectre and Meltdown  

As mentioned previously, CELLS is developed to 
have detection capabilities for certain types of 
attacks, as shown in Figures 5 - 9. In this section, 
we will detail the detections of Spectre and 
Meltdown [5]. Before we give more details about 

the performance of our detections, we provide 
some background about the detection mechanism. 

Our detection is based on a limited length of 
historical record continuously gathered from 
instruction processing parameters. When the 
Spectre (or Meltdown) attack occurs, the readings 
of these parameters spike significantly compared 
to normal operation. By normal operation we 
mean that, for example, a system executing an 
ordinary app, or a user browsing any websites, 
copying, or moving a file, or even idling etc. And 
this high level of readings will remain as long as 

the attack is still going on. We also noticed that, 
mouse movements, keyboard entries, clicking to 
start a program, opening of more YouTube video 
windows, will also result in high value jumps for 
the same parameters. One important point that we 
want to mention is that the reading jumps 

Figure 5.  The Detection of Meltdown on Windows 

Figure 6.  The Detection of Spectre on Windows 

Figure 7.  The Detection of Spectre on Linux 

Figure 8.  The Detection of Meltdown on Linux 

Figure 9.  The Detection of Spectre on MacOs 
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introduced by these type of operations lasts for a 
very short duration, typically only a few seconds 
at most.  
Our detection program is designed as follows: we 
choose a length of the historical record, set a 
quasi-optimal threshold, record the latest readings 
into the record and deleting the old ones. If the 
readings keep surging over a specified threshold, 
then the attack is happening, and the program can 
raise the alerts. On the other hand, if there is no 
attack indicated, the record will be running and 
updating, as shown in Figure 10.  

We use the length of the historical record as a 
variable and test the false alarm rate against it in 
the following Table 4. 

Table 4.  The record length versus false alarm rate   
Length 6 12 18 24 30 
Rate 7.78% 2.22% 1.05% 0.27% 0.05% 

We obtain baselines by running regular daily IT 
tasks, without running an attack program (Spectre 
or Meltdown). If the CELLS detector starts to 
show that the system is under attack, this implies 
that a false alarm has occurred. We observe and 
record the false alarm rate empirically. As we can 
see from Table 4, the longer the length of the 
historical record we choose, the more accurate is 
the detection rate that we get. But the problem is 
that, the detection response time also becomes 
correspondingly longer. For instance, if we set the 
length to 12, it only takes 5 seconds to detect the 
attack when it happens, while it takes about 15 
seconds to respond when the length of 30 is used. 
For the detection of Meltdown, a longer historical 
record can be used (it also means the detector will 
take longer to respond when the Meltdown attack 
is occurring), since meltdown attacks dump the 
kernel memory, and it could possibly take hours 
before any meaningful information is leaked to 
the third-parties [5]. However, Spectre reads the 
memory of neighboring processes, so it is more 

critical to use shorter record length to detect it as 
soon as possible, despite having to cope with a 
low level of false alarms. In our program, since 
our detector needs to detect both of the attacks, 
we choose the record length to be 12, which 
means our detector can detect the attacks within 5 
seconds with a high accuracy level (around 98%). 

6 CELLS: COMERCIALIZATION 

We are currently working with a local SME 
(Distek Enterprises Pte Ltd) to commercialize 
CELLS. We have identified that there are two 
main selling points for our system.  Firstly, the 
CELLS system can be deployed cross-platform. 
This means that there is a uniform way to deploy, 
monitor and control all connected client devices 
in the system from the server side.  This feature 
will boost the efficiency and effectiveness of the 
system as a basis for a unified security framework. 
The second point is that, CELLS  attack detection 
accuracy is very high, as the detection algorithms 
are specially customized and optimized for 
specific types of attacks (for Meltdown and 
Spectre attacks, the detection rate is more than 95 
percent) and these detection capabilities can be 
evolved over time. Currently, our CELLS 
prototype has the capabilities to detect Spectre 
and Meltdown, general side channel attacks, and 
stack overflow attacks, but new detection 
capabilities can be updated and the detection 
capability of a library of CELL micro-agents can 
scale over time.   

We are in the process of developing a CELLS 
Hub for commercial deployment. Using the Hub, 
a client can pay for and download the CELLS 
package from our provided link. We can 
distribute software licenses for a stated period of 
time, and each license can be renewed when that 
period expires. As new malware intrusions are 
discovered, we can update the detection abilities 
and push the updated agents out to client 
endpoints, possibly as a cloud-based security as a 
service to them.  

7 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
This research project aims to provide a micro-
agent system which can work cross platform, to 
protect endpoint devices in real time from certain 
vulnerabilities that lead to exploitation of the 
computational resources. The developed micro-

Figure 10.  The Detection Mechanism 
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agent system (CELLS), can run on the 
mainstream operating systems (Linux, Windows, 
Mac Os), and also on systems such as Android 
and Raspberry Pi. The future work will be 
twofold: 1) Our team will continue work on the 
agent system itself to make it more secure, and 
make it can work on more systems, therefore, to 
protect more IoT devices, including an Android 
OS 7 based CELLS client app. At the moment, the 
size of CELLS installer with all the subsystem 
/libraries is around 40MB; though this can be 
further reduced. 2)  We will develop more 
advanced mechanisms to improve the detection 
capabilities of the CELLS system, and therefore 
to increase its scope to protect against newer types 
of attacks on IoT devices. 
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ABSTRACT 

Shill bidding is a fraudulent act whereby a seller 

places bids on his/her own auction to drive up the 

final price for the winning bidder. eBay currently 

masks bidder usernames in auctions and has adopted 

a 30-Day Bid Summary that restricts the availability 

of data on the previous auctions a bidder has 

participated in.  This has made shill bidding detection 

more difficult, as tracking users across multiple 

auctions is essential in identifying shills.  This paper 

presents two pieces of software to aid in the detection 

of shill bidding in light of masked bidder usernames 

and limited bid history data. First, we propose the 

Auction Data Collector to automatically acquire vital 

eBay auction data required for shill bidding 

detection. Second, we propose the BidderLinker 

Algorithm, which links bidders across multiple 

auctions they have bid on with the same seller by 

utilising the 30-Day Bid Summary. The 30-Day Bid 

Summary provides information about bidders that 

can be used to uniquely identify them, even if their 

usernames are masked. This allows for shill detection 

algorithms to be applied to the data gathered from 

multiple auctions with the same seller, where 

previously this was not possible. 

KEYWORDS 

Online auctions, shill bidding, ebay, bidderlinker 

algorithm, auction data collector 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The creation of online auctions has allowed for 

more economic freedom between buyers and 

sellers. Items can be sold and bought from 

virtually every country in the world, whilst 

remaining virtually anonymous. This freedom 

does not come without repercussions, as some 

online users are practicing in unfair or possibly 

fraudulent acts [1]. These acts come at the 

expense of innocent buyers and sellers.  Such 

behaviour hurts the reputation of the auctioning 

community as a whole. 

Shill bidding is the fraudulent act where sellers 

or the seller’s accomplices place bids on their 

own items [2, 3, 4]. Such behaviour artificially 

drives up the final cost of the item, resulting in 

innocent bidders paying an exorbitant price to 

purchase it. The exact amount that a shill bidder 

can expect to receive if participating in shill 

bidding is unknown. However, there is a high 

likelihood of increased profits if a seller 

participates in shill bidding [5]. 

eBay
1
 is one of the world’s largest online auction

sites. Since 2008, eBay has begun to mask 

bidder usernames on all eBay auctions. eBay 

masks usernames by stripping two random 

characters from the bidder’s real username and 

placing three asterisks (*) between them. For 

example, the username Martell45 could possibly 

be masked as 4***t. eBay defends their actions 

for masking names as a safeguard for possible 

scam attempts, such as second-chance fraud, 

where outside sellers try to scam innocent 

bidders by providing a second opportunity to 

purchase an item for a reduced cost [6, 7]. 

Several shill bidding detection techniques have 

been proposed in literature (see [2, 6, 9]). Most 

shill detection proposals operate by analyzing 

each bidder’s bidding patterns over a range of 

auctions and deducing the likelihood each bidder 

is engaging in price inflating behaviour. 

However, eBay’s masking of usernames limits 

the effectiveness of shill detection algorithms, as 

they rely on this core information from auctions 

to detect shill bidding. Therefore, a solution is 

required to be able to track users over different 

auctions on eBay to enable these algorithms to 

work effectively again. 

This paper proposes a way to improve the 

quality of data presented to shill detection 

techniques using two pieces of software. The 

1
 www.ebay.com 
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first is an online application called the Auction 

Data Collector (ADC). This application 

automatically scrapes/acquires eBay auction 

data. The ADC records vital information 

required in shill bidding detection, including: 

bidding information (time, date, price), seller ID, 

and masked bidder profiles. The ADC allows 

researchers to retrieve and store large amounts of 

auction data for the use in online auction fraud 

research. We also propose the BidderLinker 

Algorithm (BLA), which links bidders across 

multiple auctions they have bid on with the same 

seller by utilising the 30-Day Bid Summary. The 

30-Day Bid Summary provides information 

about bidders that can be used to uniquely 

identify them, even if their usernames are 

masked. This allows for shill detection 

algorithms to be applied to the data gathered 

from the ADC and the BLA over multiple 

auctions with the same seller, where previously 

this was not possible. Using data collected from 

eBay, we show that it is possible to detect 

suspicious behaviour even when bidder 

usernames are masked and the historical auction 

data is limited to 30 days. 

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 

provides background on shill bidding detection 

research and outlines the problem motivation. 

Section 3 presents the software tools that can 

gather data from eBay and link a bidder’s 

identity based on the 30-Day Bid History. 

Section 4 presents some experimental results 

based on actual data gathered.  Section 5 

provides some concluding remarks and avenues 

for future work. 

2 RELATED WORK / RESEARCH AIMS 

2.1 Related Work 

The act of shill bidding is classified as a 

fraudulent behaviour around the world and is 

punishable by law. The offence can result in jail 

time and/or substantial fines [10]. Shill bidding 

negatively affects online auctioning communities 

as innocent buyers are forced to pay an 

artificially increased price for items [11]. 

Legitimate sellers are also disadvantaged as they 

receive less income compared to the illegitimate 

sellers who participate in shilling. The presence 

of shilling on auction websites deteriorates the 

trustworthiness of these websites, and the online 

auction medium as a whole. This negative 

connotation associated with auctions can deter 

new buyers from participating in auctions. 

Therefore, it also affects legitimate sellers, as 

they will have a smaller audience participating in 

bidding. 

eBay does not actively pursue shill bidders and 

thus they are essentially facilitating this 

fraudulent act [12]. eBay admitting that 

fraudulent activity is being performed on their 

website would have a negative effect on the 

public image of the trustworthiness of their 

auctioning system [1, 13]. This could potentially 

result in less people participating in their 

auctions, thereby reducing the income they 

receive from auctions. eBay also benefits from 

shill bidding being performed on their platform, 

as eBay receives a 9.9% commission for all 

items sold [14]. If the final price has been 

artificially increased by a shill, both eBay and 

the seller receive increased profits. eBay has 

made it increasingly difficult for researchers and 

law enforcement to detect shill bidding in their 

auctions. Masking all bidders’ usernames has 

made the tracking of bidders across multiple 

auctions seemingly impossible. This makes shill 

bidding detection harder, as shills are more 

likely to shill on multiple items from the same 

seller. 

2.2 Research Aims 

Due to eBay’s policy on masking bidder 

usernames, it has become exceedingly difficult 

for shill bidding research to operate. This act of 

masking usernames makes it harder for auction 

participants to observe linkages between bidders, 

sellers and auctions. Therefore, making the 

detection of shill bidding more difficult. Because 

of eBay’s interest in not actively pursuing and 

publicly acknowledging shilling behaviour, it is 

up to law enforcement and researchers to create 

methods to detect shill bidding in online auctions 

[15]. 

The main objective of this paper is to develop 

and implement an algorithm that can assist in the 

detection of shill bidding by utilising 

information that is publicly available on eBay. 
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With regard to the aforementioned problems, the 

research goals for this paper include: 

1. Determine if it is possible and feasible to

track bidders across multiple auctions on

eBay by utilising the bidder’s 30-Day Bid

Summary, with the presence of masked

usernames;

2. Develop and implement a tool that can

record large amounts of auction data from

eBay;

3. Develop and implement an algorithm that

can link bidders across different auctions

with the presence of masked usernames; and

4. Apply a shill detection algorithm to the data

gathered from the auction data gathering tool

and the bidder linking algorithm, to

determine if shill bidding can be detected.

3 LINKING DATA USING EBAY’S 30-DAY 

BID HISTORY 

In order to gather auction data from eBay, we 

constructed a purpose-built piece of software 

that scrapes eBay’s website. The software then 

records the data from a specified category of 

auction types. We refer to this software as the 

Auction Data Collector (ADC). 

We also propose an algorithm titled, 

BidderLinker Algorithm (BLA). This algorithm 

was used during the data gathering phase in 

conjunction with the ADC. The BLA uses 

numerical data about a bidder’s bidding profile 

and creates lists that shows the items the user has 

bid on with the same seller.  

3.1 Overview 

Figure 1 illustrates the main components of the 

proposed system. The arrows in Figure 1 depict 

the flow of data between the components. The 

components include:  

Figure 1.  High-level architectural framework. 

1. eBay (i.e., the source of the auction data);

2. The Auction Data Collector;

3. The BidderLinker Algorithm; and

4. The Shill Score Algorithm.

Our proposed system undertakes the following 

processes: 

1. The user inputs the desired auction data to be

recorded from eBay. The ADC requests the

search results using eBay’s API
2
 and stores

the results in the database. Once each auction

has concluded, the ADC then retrieves the

bidding information from each auction. This

data is not available by using eBay’s API, so

it must be scraped manually. Once all

auctions have completed, and the bidding

information has been retrieved from each

auction, the collection will be flagged as

“Complete”.

2. Using the bidding information gathered by

the ADC, the application iterates through

each bidder and determines if the bidder has

bid on other items from the same seller.

3. If a positive result has been identified from

the previous, the BLA will then retrieve all

listings the seller has ongoing and completed

from eBay, and then determines which other

listings the bidder has bid on. These listings

are then forwarded to the ADC for storage.

4. Using the data gathered from the previous

steps, the Shill Score algorithm can then be

applied to detect shill bidding.

3.2 The Auction Data Collector (ADC) 

There is currently no available method to 

retrieve and store auction data from eBay, 

therefore an auction data gathering program was 

purposely built for the use in this research 

project. This data gathering tool is called the 

ADC. The ADC not only helps with data 

gathering in this research project, but also other 

research projects that utilise online auction data. 

The ADC will be primarily used to gather data 

from eBay’s American online auctioning 

website. The reasoning behind this is that the 

2
eBay’s API allows developers to undertake a wide 

variety of activities, including: leave feedback, list items, 

view items listed on eBay, etc. eBay’s API allows 

communication directly with eBay’s databases, rather than 

using other methods, such as a web browser. More 

information can be found at 

https://go.developer.ebay.com/what-ebay-api. 
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American eBay accounts for 40% of total sales 

worldwide. 

3.2.1 Available eBay Auction Data 

Figure 2: Publicly available eBay auction data. 

Figure 2 shows the publicly available 

information for an eBay auction. This can be 

divided into three categories: 

1. Information about the auction listing;

2. Information about the bid history and

bidding activity; and

3. Information about the seller who has created

the auction listing.

3.2.2 Data Required by the ADC 

For the purpose of this research, not all of the 

aforementioned auction characteristics are 

required. We determined that the ADC only 

needs to collect the following information for 

each auction, as these characteristics are relevant 

to enable linking of bidders across multiple 

auctions: 

1. Seller

a. Username

b. Feedback Score

c. Feedback Percentage

2. Auction Details

a. Auction Title

b. Listing Price

c. Listing Date and Time

3. Bids

a. Bidder Username

b. Bidder Feedback

c. Amount

d. Date and Time

e. 30-Day Bid Summary

f. Bid Retractions

g. Bids Placed

h. Number of Items Bid On

i. Bid Percentage with this Seller

The seller information is necessary as the BLA 

uses the seller’s username of the auction to 

gather auctions that the same bidder has bid on 

from the same seller. The auction data is 

important for purpose of potentially identifying 

trends based on what the listing is selling and the 

location of the item. The bidder information is 

important for the BLA due to the masking of 

usernames. The algorithm will compare bidder 

profiles based off the bidder information and not 

the masked username. This is because the 

possibility of a collision of masked usernames. 

3.2.3 ADC Software Architecture and Data 

Collection Process 

Figure 3 illustrates the software architecture for 

the ADC. The ADC is hosted on a DigitalOcean
3

3
 https://www.digitalocean.com 
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server utilising the Laravel framework
4
. The user

inputs a search term, then the application 

automatically retrieves listing data for the 

auctions from the search results by utilising 

scraping techniques on each item. This set of 

items is called a collection. Once an auction has 

concluded the application then returns to the 

auction and scrapes the bidding table, containing 

the masked bidder username, bid amount, time 

and date of bid. Once all information for an 

auction has been recorded, it is then flagged as 

completed.  

Figure 3.  ADC software architecture. 

Figure 4 shows the specific activities the ADC 

Figure 4: ADC activity flow diagram. 

4
 https://www.laravel.com 

extraction application undertakes. The following 

pseudocode describes these activities in more 

detail: 

1) Ask for user to input collection

information;

2) Input collection information;

3) Create new collection;

4) Loop for each item in the collection;

a) Locate the item information;

b) Create new item;

c) Locate seller information;

d) Create new seller;

5) Retrieve current time;

6) Query each item for its ending time;

7) If item has ended;

(i) Collect all item information
including bids; 

(ii) Update Collection information; 

3.3 The Bid Linker Algorithm (BLA) 

Due to eBay’s censoring of bidder usernames, it 

is currently not possible to track users across 

different auctions to observe their bidding 

patterns. Because of the nature of shill bidders 

more likely bidding on items from the same 
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seller, it is imperative that it is possible to link 

users across auctions. 

Figure 5: Example of masked bidder username collision. 

Figure 5 shows an example of a collision of 

masked usernames for bidders. In this instance 

the bidders all have the username b***b, 

however they are all unique bidders. This shows 

the requirement to use other information, such as 

bidder feedback, to track bidders across multiple 

auctions. The BLA allows the tracking of users 

across auctions where they have bid on items 

from the same seller. This will allow research to 

be undertaken to further identify shill bidding on 

eBay. 

3.3.1 The Bid Linking Process 

The BidderLinker algorithm operates by 

analysing the bidding profile for each bidder in 

an auction. The algorithm determines if the 

bidder has bid on other items from the same 

seller by utilising the formula: 

where: α is the bids on this item, β is the total 

bids and γ is the bid activity with this seller.  

This formula can successfully determine if a user 

has bid on the other item of the same seller by 

comparing the calculated expected percentage of 

bids with this seller, with eBay’s bid activity 

with this seller. If the percentages do not match, 

this indicates that the bidder has bid on other 

items from the same seller. If the bidder has been 

identified to have bid on other items from the 

same seller, the algorithm then retrieves the 

seller’s completed and ongoing listings and 

identifies which other auctions the bidder has bid 

on. Due to masked bidder usernames, 

identification is carried out by comparing the 

bidder’s feedback, feedback percentage, number 

of bids in the past 30 days and items bid on. 

With these key pieces of identifying information, 

it is possible to link the bidder to other auctions 

they have bid on. 

Figure 6: Linked Bidder Example. 

Figure 6 shows an example output of the BLA of 

a bidder who has been linked across multiple 

auctions from the same seller. 

Figure 7 shows the specific activities the BLA 

undertakes. The following pseudocode describes 

these activities in more detail: 

1) Retrieve auction listing data;

2) Extract bidder profiles and 30-Day

summary from listing;

3) Create custom bidder profiles for

each bidder;

4) If bidder has bid on different items

from the same seller:

a) Locate seller’s other listings;

b) Search for bidder’s profile in

other listings bid table;

c) Determine if bidder has bid on

multiple items from same seller;

5) else:

a) cycle to next bidder;
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Figure 7: BidderLinker activity flow diagram. 

3.4 The Shill Score Algorithm 

Trevathan and Read [1, 14] outline the shill 

score algorithm as the following: “A bidder i, is 

examined over m auctions held by the same 

seller for the behaviour outlined in Section II. 

Each characteristic of shill behaviour is given a 

rating, which is combined to form the bidder’s 

Shill Score. The Shill Score gives a bidder a 

value between 0 and 10. The closer the Shill 

Score is to 10, the more likely that the bidder is a 

shill. The algorithm’s goal is to determine which 

bidder is most inclined to be the shill out of a 

group of n bidders. The shill behavioural ratings 

are calculated as follows: 

 α Rating - Percentage of auctions bidder i

has participated in.

 β Rating - Percentage of bids bidder i has

made out of all the auctions participated

in.

 γ Rating - Normalised function based on

the auctions bidder i has won out of the

auctions participated in.

 δ Rating - Normalised inter bid time for

bidder i out of the auctions participated

in.

 ε Rating - Normalised inter bid increment

for bidder i out of the auctions

participated in.

 ζ Rating - Normalised time bidder i

commences bidding in an auction.

Each rating is between 0 and 1, where the higher 

the value, the more suspicious the bidder. A 

bidder’s Shill Score (denoted as SS) is calculated 

as the weighted average of these ratings: 
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where θi, 1 ≤ i ≤ 6, is the weight associated with 

each rating. If a bidder wins an auction, then 

his/her α, β, δ, ε and ζ ratings are 0 for the 

particular auction. 

The SS is designed to work across multiple 

auctions for a particular seller. The algorithm 

relies on bidder identities to be known and 

linkable across all of the seller’s auctions. 

eBay’s policy of masking bidder usernames 

hinders the SS, by restricting the SS to only one 

auction. This results in less evidence against 

bidders, as only the results of one auction can be 

attributed to the bidders in the auction. 

The ADC and the BLA’s purpose is to enable the 

SSA to operate in the way that it was originally 

designed. By applying the BLA to locate other 

auctions a bidder has bid on with the same seller, 

and then subsequently utilising the ADC to 

gather these linked auctions, this provides the 

SSA with more evidence and is therefore more 

accurate in identifying shill bidders. 

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

This section provides an analysis of the results 

and discusses the effectiveness of the proposed 

shill bidding detection tools. Descriptive 

statistics are provided that deconstruct the data 

that was gathered by utilisng the ADC. The 

results of the effectiveness of the BLA is 

outlined and documented. Lastly, a case study on 

a suspicious bidder discovered by the BLA is 

provided. This case study observes the findings 

during an investigation of a suspicious bidder. 

The principles of the SS’s shill bidder 

behavioural analysis are applied to the auction 

data of the suspected shill bidder, in order to 

determine if this bidder is a suspected shill. 

Figure 8 shows two collections of auction data 

that were gathered during the project. The 

collection iPhone 6s resulted in a total of 198 

auctions gathered, and the collection Nintendo 

resulted in a total of 1509 auctions gathered. 

These collection search terms were intentionally 

left broad to gather a large range of auctions. 

Figure 8: Distribution of gathered auctions items. 

Figure 9: Distribution of auctions by duration (days). 

Figure 9 presents the distribution of the total 

number of auctions by days. The most prevalent 

auction duration gathered was 7 days with a total 

of 1142 auctions. The second most prevalent 

auction duration was 5 days with a total of 397 

auctions. 7 day auctions are likely to be the most 

prevalent as they provide enough time to attract 

bidders as they are guaranteed to operate over 

the weekend. 7 day auctions also keep the 

interest of bidders who are potentially impatient 

and wish to purchase an item promptly. 

Figure 10: Average bids by duration (days). 
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Figure 10 shows the total average number of 

bids placed by auction duration. 1, 3 and 10 day 

auctions have a potentially inflated average due 

to the limited amount of auctions gathered, as 

seen in Figure 9. 5 and 7 day auctions both have 

similar amounts of average number of bids, at 

10.22 and 9.93 average bids respectively. 

Figure 11: Distribution of linked and unlinked bidders. 

Figure 12: User b***b's linked auctions. 

Figure 11 shows the distribution of unlinked and 

linked bidders in the gathered auction data. By 

utilising the ADC in conjunction with the BLA, 

we successfully identified 677 linked bidders 

(i.e., 8% of the total bidders). We believe that 

this outcome of detected linked bidders is 

acceptable as being classified accurate. This is 

because the data gathered was of a sufficient 

sample size of 1707 auctions and the amount of 

linked bidders is as expected. The amount of 

linked bidders at 8% is expected, because of the 

high amount of listings of these popular items on 

eBay. It is unlikely that a bidder will bid with the 

seller on multiple times with these popular items, 

unless they are loyal customers, bid on the same 

seller’s item by chance, or are shill bidders. 

4.1 Case Study – b***b 

The most prevalent example of a linked bidder is 

bidder b***b. This bidder was successfully 

linked across 53 auctions with the same seller. 

Figure 12 shows the output of the BLA and the 

associated 53 auctions the user has bid on with 

the same seller. All usernames have been 

censored for privacy reasons. Masked usernames 

appear as they do on eBay. 

After the 53 linked auctions were identified, the 

ADC scraped the auctions for analysis. Figure 13 

shows the list of collected auctions stored by the 

ADC. eBay automatically translates the auction 

titles. This is because eBay detected that the IP 

address requesting the data came from Brazil – 

the location of one of the proxies. This has no 

significance on the auction data, only the titles 

have been translated to English from the national 

language of the proxy’s country. 

An unusual occurrence was observed in this 

user’s bidding history. b***b has bid on three 

listings of the identical item Bravely Default 

Nintendo 3DS Rare Collectors Edition New 

Sealed from the same seller. This behaviour is 

not inherently fraudulent. However, there are 

multiple occurrences of this behaviour and upon 

further inspection of these three listings, more 

suspicious activity was observed. The first listing 

of this item ended on September 01, where 

bidder b***b was the winner of the auction. 

Figure 13 shows that the item was then relisted. 

The second listing of this item ended on 

September 10, where bidder b***b was again the 

winner. 
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Figure 13: Linked auctions stored in the ADC. 

Figure 13: Linked auctions stored in the ADC. 

Figure 14 shows that the item was once again 

relisted. The third listing of the item ended on 

September 24, where bidder w***y won the 

auction, however, b***b came second.  

Figure 14: Linked auctions stored in the ADC. 

Figure 15: Linked auctions stored in the ADC. 
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Figure 15 shows that the item was not relisted 

after another user won the auction. This 

observation of the same bidder winning multiple 

auctions, then the seller relisting these items 

repeatedly, until another bidder wins is 

suspicious and could possibly indicate fraudulent 

activity. 

Out of the linked 53 auctions, there were 

multiple occurrences of 7 of these auctions. 

These 7 auctions were relisted multiple times 

each, for a total of 18 auctions listings (including 

the original 7). An observation was made that 

when an item was won by b***b, the auction 

was continuously relisted until another user won 

the auction. In the auctions where they were 

relisted and won by another user, b***b was 

always had the second highest bid. 

Upon inspection of the seller’s eBay profile it 

was found that a user with a username that 

matches the rules of eBay’s masking technique 

of b***b, was following the seller. Following 

sellers on eBay allows you to receive updates of 

new items a seller has listed. Inspection of the 

suspected bidder’s profile resulted in more 

suspicious activities being identified:  

1. The seller is also following the bidder on

eBay.

2. b***b has purchased items from the seller in

the last 6 months, this was found in the

bidder’s feedback page.

3. The seller and b***b both reside in the same

location. Inspection of the b***b’s previous

listings showed that both the bidder and

seller reside in the same location - Brampton,

Ontario, Canada. Figures 16 and 17 show

two listings, one from the seller and one from

the bidder, with the same locations.

4. b***b’s and the seller’s listings both have

striking similarities (see Figures 16 and 17).

Both of the titles are formatted in the same

manner: ‘Item Name’ - Tested 100%

Working. The listings contain identical

phrases such as: “100% seller feedback bid

with confidence!” and “Any questions feel

free to contact me.” (see Figures 18 and 19).

Figure 16: Seller’s auction example. 

Figure 17: b***b’s auction example. 

This suspicious bidder has similarities to shill 

bidding behaviours outlined by [2] that are used 

to calculate the Shill Score by the SSA. The 

following is a list of these suspicious behaviors 

with a comparison to these outlined shilling 

behaviours: 

 A shill bidder tends to bid exclusively

with the same seller. In the past 30 days,

b***b had a total of 99% bid activity

with the seller (see Figure 20).

 A shill bidder tends to have a high bid

frequency. In two of the Bravely Default

auctions, b***b had a high frequency of

bids. b***b’s average number of bids in

auctions Figure 13 and Figure 14

accounted for approximately 60% of the

total bids in each auction.

 In case of proxy bidding5 a shill bidder

will abuse the proxy bid. This is done by

placing bids to edge the limits of the

proxy bid. This quickly inflates the price

of an auction. This is most clearly

evident in the second Bravely Default

auction (Figure 14) where the bidder

manually placed bids in short succession

to drive up bidder c***c’s proxy bids.

5
 Proxy bidding is where a user places the maximum 

amount they want for a bid. Then eBay will bid on behalf 

of the seller by the lowest increment if the bidder is outbid, 

until the current price exceeds the original proxy bid. 
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Figure 18: Description of seller’s item. 

Figure 19: Description of b***b’s item. 

Figure 20: b***b’s 30-day bid summary. 

 A shill bidder tends to have few or no

auction wins in the auctions they

participated in. b***b exhibits this

behaviour in a non-conventional way, in

the auctions where b***b won the

auction, it was immediately relisted. In

the auctions where b***b lost the

auction, it was never relisted.

 A shill bidder tends to bid during the

early and middle phases of an auction to

stimulate bidding [1, 14]. b***b’s

behaviour mimics this shilling behavior.

 An aggressive shill bidder bids

throughout the entirety of the auction.

b***b has been documented to bid until

the very end of the auction, resulting in

several wins. However, these winning
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auctions were then relisted. The seller 

could potentially get out of paying the 

final listing fee, if the bidder does not pay 

for the item and disputes the fee with 

eBay. 

 A shill bidder tends to be in close

proximity with the seller. This

characteristic is mimicked by b***b and

the seller, as shown in Figures 16 and 17.

After investigating this suspicious bidder, we 

determined that this user is highly likely to be 

participating in shill bidding. This is due to sheer 

number of coincidences identified throughout the 

case study. From identical geographic location, 

to relisting of auctions this bidder won, to shill 

bidding behavioural patterns. We firmly conclude 

that this bidder is a suspected shill bidder and is 

likely to be the same person as the seller. 

5 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

We successfully determined it was possible and 

feasible to track users across multiple auctions 

by using the 30-Day Bid Summary with the 

presence of masked usernames. By using the 

formula outlined in 3.3.1, in conjunction with the 

information in the 30-Day Bid Summary, we 

were successfully able to determine if bidders 

had bid on multiple items from the same seller. 

Then, by accessing the seller’s ongoing and 

completed auctions, we could compare the 

information (feedback, feedback percentage, 

etc.) in the 30-Day Bid Summary to the bidders 

in each of the auctions. We could then 

successfully verify that it was the same bidder 

participating in multiple auctions with the same 

seller. 

The ADC was successfully developed and 

implemented. A total of 1707 auctions were 

gathered during this research project. The ADC 

recorded integral information for shill bidding 

detection, including: bidding history, bidder's 

30-Day Bid Histories, and general auction 

information. Two collections were utilised for 

research purposes in this project, including 

iPhone 6s and Nintendo collections. This large 

sample size provided us with ample data to 

conduct research and test the effectiveness of the 

BLA. 

The BLA was shown to be effective at linking 

bidders across multiple auctions with the same 

seller. A total of 677 linked bidders were 

successfully identified, which accounted for a 

total of 8% of bidders in our sample of auctions. 

The BLA’s biggest achievement was detecting a 

bidder that had bid on 53 separate auctions from 

the same seller, which is a highly suspicious 

activity. A case study was then conducted on this 

suspicious bidder. 

The SSA’s behavioural principles were applied 

to the case study of the suspicious linked bidder. 

We were able to compare and contrast the 

behaviours of the bidder with the expected 

behaviours of shill bidders. A selection of these 

behaviours were identified to be in line with shill 

bidding behaviours, and are as follows: 

 Seller and suspected shill both resided in

the same location.

 The bidder had a high percentage (99%)

of bid activity with the same seller.

 The seller relisted the majority of

auctions that the bidder had won.

 The bidder abused the proxy bid

mechanism. The bidder edged out the

maximum proxy bids of other eBay

users.

We determined that the bidder flagged by the 

BLA was likely to be participating in shill 

bidding. 

The following is a list of future work that could 

improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the 

ADC and the BLA: 

1. Bidding profiles are limited to a 30-Day

window. This results in a situation where a

user’s bidding profile continuously changes.

Therefore, the ADC only provides a snapshot

view of the bidder, rather than a whole

picture of their history. Further work could

be to implement a dynamic approach to

storing and updating bidder profiles that

reflects the current view of the user profile.

2. Access to sellers bid histories is limited to an

approximate window of 60 days. Auctions

not scraped within this timeframe are no

longer accessible and cannot be gathered.

Further work could be to implement
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additional server capabilities to retrieve this 

data before it is lost. 

3. eBay currently requests a 

captcha/verification code after accessing the 

site approximately 15 times in quick 

succession from the same IP address. This 

means that a proxy must be used to 

circumnavigate this temporary lockout. 

Using free proxies is extremely inefficient. 

Many free proxies are either already flagged 

by eBay, are slow, or do not work at all. This 

limits the efficiency of the ADC as the time 

to retrieve auction data can be time 

consuming. Further work could be carried 

out on circumnavigating eBay’s lock outs, 

such as: accurately determining the threshold 

for server requests and subsequently 

adjusting the request limit of each proxy. 

This would allow for more efficiency in data 

collection as less proxies would be banned 

and would allow the recycling of proxies 

Addressing these above suggestions would result 

in a more efficient and effective ADC and BLA 

tools that could further improve shill bidding 

detection. 
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ABSTRACT
Phishing is a technique of cybercrime that commits
fraud by masquerading as trusted entity. The focus of
phishing is to get sensitive information. At present,
the  development  of  phishing has  used QR code as
phishing media. The aim of phishers is to cheat the
target  by  visiting  fake  webs  via  QR  code.  This
research uses  the  Address  Bar  Based and Domain-
based approach. The Address bar-based approach is
an approach to examine some unique criteria from a
URL. A domain-based approach is a third-party site
that  provides  real-time  domain  checks  (Website
traffic and age of the domain).  Additional  blacklist
features from Phistank are complementary features.
This  research  aims  to  design  an  Anti-Qrishing
technique to detect Qrishing (QR Code Phishing) in
Real-Time via Smartphone. The test was conducted
with  500  QR  Code,  consisting  of  300  QR  Code
phishing with various manipulation techniques, 120
safe QR Code and 80 suspicious QR Code. This test
gets 98,4% accuracy, and 1,6% error detection.

KEYWORD
QR Code,  Phishing,   Qrishing,  Address Bar-Based,
Domain-Based.

1. INTRODUCTION
Phishing is a type of psychological manipulation
attack  that  focuses  on  getting  sensitive
information by masquerading as a trusted entity
[1]. Based on the Oxford dictionary, Phishing is
an alternative to the word "fishing". The point is
to  provoke  the  target  to  provide  personal
information  through  a  website  that  has  been
manipulated  by  the  perpetrator  or  called  a
phisher.  Based  on  quarterly  survey  reports
conducted  by  Infosec  professionals  in  2018,
State of the Phish Report, the impact of phishing
in  2017  was  49%  malware  infection,  38%
Compromised Accounts, and 13% Loss of data
[2].

The  cases  of  phishing  have  developed
rapidly  and increased  in  numbers  significantly.
Phishing  is  not  only  through  messages  and  e-
mail,  but  also  uses  the  QR Code technique  to
trick victims. The QR Code generally  contains

URLs,  SMS,  Contacts,  Addresses,  Plain  Text,
Geolocation [3]. The QR Code is used by several
companies  and institutions  in  various  activities
such  as  payment,  product  information,  news,
advertisements, coupons, tickets, app downloads,
loyalty  programs,  social  media  and  others.
Growth  in  the  use  of  QR Code  has  increased
which  has  led  to  increased  crime  growth.
Phishers embed phishing or malicious URLs on
QR Code called Qrishing (QR Code Phishing). 

The  QR  Code  is  difficult  to  recognize
compared  to  other  techniques.  This  scheme
becomes  a  profitable  opportunity  for  phishers.
This  research  proposes  the  Anti-Qrishing
technique as Qrishing prevention step. This Anti-
Qrishing technique uses the Address Bar Based
and  Domain-based  approach  as   parameter  to
detect phishing. In addition, the blacklist feature
was used as a complement to this research. Anti-
Qrishing  technique  aims  to  detect  Qrishing  in
real-time.

2. RELATED WORK
Research on phishing has been done previously
by several researchers. Research [4] proposed a
string  matching  method  for  detecting  phishing
attacks. This method determines the rate of URL
similarity  with  the  blacklist  URL.  Blacklist
detection is divided into several parts to match,
such  as:  IP,  HostName,  Directory  Structure,
Brand  Name.  The  results  of  this  research  are
effective in detecting phishing attacks with very
low false negative and false positives. Two string
matching  methods  are  implemented.  The
Longest  Common  Subsequence  provides  an
accuracy  rate  of  99.1% and  Edit  Distance  the
accuracy rate is  99.5%. However,  this research
has  not  been able  to  detect  phishing 0  day or
phishing  new  models.  This  method  relies  on
blacklisting  so  that  additional  methods  are
needed  to  help  phishing  detection  of  new
models.

Research doing by Wardman [5] present
a set of methods that demonstrate a relationship
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between phishers and defacers. Highlighting this
relationship  assists  in  building  substantial
defenses and law enforcement cases against this
threat and shows that the proposed strategy can
be used to predict when and where new phishing
websites  and  related  attacks  will  surface  next.
This  research  is  not  optimal  for  detecting
phishing new models, because this study predicts
based on the relationship between phishers and
defacers.

Research doing by Ahmed [6], try to help
the  user  distinguish  between  legitimate  web
pages and phishing in real time by using URLs
as  indicators.  This  study uses  the Address  Bar
Based approach as a decision maker and added
to  the blacklist  feature.  However,  this  research
cannot  detect  0-day  phishing  or  new  phishing
models. This method relies on blacklisting and
limited phishing features, so additional methods
are  needed  to  help  phishing  detection  of  new
models.

Meanwhile, research from [7] is to build
Qrphish or QR Phishing,  which is  an effective
mechanism for detecting phishing URLs in a QR
Code.  This  methodology does  not  only  exploit
basic phishing detection features that depend on
the URL and features of suspicious web pages.
Specific  QR Code  and  host-based features  are
used in this study. Machine learning is also used
to make classifications. However, this study has
false positives that are not maximal, because the
number of datasets is less maximal and limited.

Another  research  from [8],  proposes
authentication  simulation  procedures  for  users
through  the  hashcode  comparison  technique.
UnPhishMe intercepts a login page opened by a
user and simulates the login procedure with fake
credentials.  Technically,  an  authentication
attempt to a login webpage with incorrect login
credentials tests the trustworthiness of that page.
However, a user needs to have a piece of prior
knowledge and remembers to do so every time
she encounters a suspicious page. 

Solution  using  a  parse  tree  validation
approach  from  [9],  proposes  a  parse  tree
validation approach to determine whether a web
page  is  legitimate  or  phishing.  This  is  a  new
approach  to  detect  phishing  websites  by
intercepting all hyperlinks from the current page
through  the  Google  API,  and  building  parses
trees  with  intercepted  hyperlinks.  But  in  this
research,  there  were  false  positives  and  false

negatives  that  were  not  maximal.  Lexical
analysis can be used to find Phishing websites.

3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
This  research  is  the  development  of  Anti-
Qrishing  techniques  to  prevent  Qrishing.  Anti-
Qrishing  technique  consists  of  several  features
which are parameters in determining whether the
URL is phishing or not. In this research using the
Address  Bar  Based  and  Domain-Based
approaches  with  additional  Blacklist  features,
including:

3.1 Address Bar Based
The term address bar refers to a text field in a
web browser that identifies the user's location on
the  web  and  allows  them  to  access  different
websites.  This  address  bar  is  where  the  URL
input refers to a website. This address bar-based
is used to check phishing characters in the URL.
The  features  that  are  used  in  this  approach
include:

3.1.1 URL Shortening Services
This  is  accomplished  by  means  of  an  “HTTP
Redirect” on a domain name that is short, which
links to the webpage that has a long URL. For
example, the URL “http://portal.hud.ac.uk/” can
be shortened to “bit.ly/19DXSk4” [10].

Rule: IF 

{URL Shortening→ URL Redirect Analysis
Otherwise→ URL Analysis }

3.1.2 Using Protocol “http” on URL
Legitimate  websites  use  secure  domain  names
whenever  sensitive  information  is  transferred.
The existence of https is important in giving the
legitimacy  of  the  website  [11].  A site  that  is
secure uses protocol that is secure in conducting
transactions. The safe protocol to use is "https".
Sites that use the "https" protocol do not mean
that the site is truly safe. However, safe sites use
the https protocol.

Rule : IF {URL using http →Phishing
Otherwise→ Legitimate }

3.1.3 Using Symbol “@” on URL
Using “@” symbol in the URL leads the browser
to ignore everything preceding the “@” symbol
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and  the  real  address  often  follows  the  “@”
symbol [10].

Rule: IF {Url using @ Symbol→ Phishing
Otherwise→ Legitimate }

3.1.4 URL contains “.exe” or “apk”
Phishers usually  don't  just  direct  users  to their
site  through  fake  URLs  to  get  credential
information. Phishers also embed malware files
such as ".exe" or ".apk" files on their fake URLs,
so that phishers can do some malicious actions
against the user.

Rule: IF {URL contain.exe / apk →Phishing
else→Legitimate }

3.1.5 Length of URL
Phishers  can  use  long  URLs  to  hide  doubtful
parts in the address bar. Long URLs are usually
used by phishers to hide suspicious parts. There
is  no  definite  length  to  show  phishing  sites
[10] however, the authors report that the normal
URL length does not exceed 75 characters.

Rule: IF 

{If Length of URL >75→ feature=Phishing
else→ feature=Legitimate }

3.1.6 Using the IP Address
If an IP address is used as an alternative of the
domain  name  in  the  URL,  such  as
“http://125.98.3.123/fake.html”,  users  can  be
sure that someone is trying to steal their personal
information [9].

Rule: IF {IP Address Exist →Phishing
Else→Legitimate }

3.1.7 Redirecting using "//"
The existence of “//” within the URL path means
that  the  user  will  be  redirected  to  another
website.  An  example  of  such  URL’s  is:
“http://www.legitimate.com//http://www.phishin
g.com” [9].

Rule: IF

{The Position of '// ' the URL>7→Phishing
Otherwise→ Legitimate }

3.1.8 Using URL Academy
The  "ac"  URL  Academy  is  the  URL  of  an
educational  institution  at  the  university.  This
domain  is  officially  registered  with  certain
administrative  requirements.  It  can  be
ascertained that this URL academy is safe from
fraudulent purposes such as phishing.

Rule: IF {Using URL Academy → Legitimate
Otherwise→ Checking URL }

3.2 Domain Based
The domain is another name for "domain name"
or the address of a website. The domain is used
instead  of  the  IP Address  in  searching  for  an
address.  Domain makes it  easy to remember a
web address. The domain-based approach is used
to find information about a website. The feature
used in this approach includes:

3.2.1 Age of Domain
Based on the fact that a phishing website lives
for  a  short  period  of  time,  we  believe  that
trustworthy  domains  are  regularly  paid  for
several years in advance. In our dataset, we find
that  the  longest  fraudulent  domains  have  been
used for one year only [10]. This research uses
WHOIS [12] to check the age of the domain.

Rule: IF {Age of Domains ≤ 1years →Phishing
Otherwise→Legitimate }

3.2.2 Website Traffic
However, since phishing websites live for a short
period of time, they may not be recognized by
the Alexa database [13]. The database measures
average number of daily users visiting a website
and  its  page  views  in  the  last  3  months  to
determine  its  ranking position  [14].  Legitimate
websites ranked among the top 100,000 [10].

Rule: IF

{
Website Rank<100,000 → Legitimate
 Else if Website Rank>100,000 →Suspicious
Otherwise→Phishing }

3.3 Blacklist Feature
The Blacklist  feature  or  approach is  an

approach  where  URLs  are  matched  with
phishing URLs in the database [15]. This study
uses Blacklist that has been provided by Phistank
[16] through the API.
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Rule: IF {
Databaseis false→Legitimate
Else if Databaseis True→Suspicious
Validationis true →Phishing }

Based on some of these features, then it
was  designed  in  the  form  of  a  smartphone
application. This technique is designed to detect
Phishing in a QR Code. The design can be seen
in Figure 1.

Figure  1.  Flowchart of Anti-Qrishing Detection Technique
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The above flowchart is a collection of features.
Flowcharts are designed with a form of condition
validation  techniques.  Each  feature  has  a
condition. The conditions of the features used are
different, some have 3 conditions and there are
those that have 2 conditions. The red box line is
a sign of the elements inside representing part of
the bar-based address. Whereas, the blue box line
is  part  of  domain-based.  Each  element  of  the
feature is explained before Figure 1.
 Anti-Qrishing  is  a  phishing  prevention
technique on Qr Code. Anti_Qrishing focuses on
Qr  Code  that  has  URL content.  Anti-Qrishing
Uses  an  Address  bar-based  and  domain-based
approach with additional blacklist from phistank.
From these two approaches, there are 10 features
and additional features blacklist.  From some of
the features, the URL Academy feature and URL

shortener  redirect  analysis  are  new  features
proposed in this study. The detection technique
used  in  this  study  is  to  use  the  technique  of
validating phishing character  or  conditions and
online  domain  validation.  The  results  of  this
detection process will produce results like "Safe,
phishing  and suspicious".  Detection  techniques
can be seen in Figure 1.

4. RESULT AND ANALYSIS
4.1 Result
Based on the proposed Anti-Qrishing Technique,
a case simulation will be carried out to test the
design results. This simulation aims to determine
whether the QR Code contains phishing or not.
The simulation flow can be seen in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Qrishing Case Simulation

The stages in this case simulation include:
a. Create  a  QR  Code  by  embedding  a

Phishing URL or a valid URL.
b. Perform scanning using the App that has

been made.
c. Results  that  appear  in  the  form  of

information such as safe, suspicious and
phishing.

Scanning Process
The display of scanning results  can be seen in
Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Application Interface

Result of Test
After  going  through  a  series  of  tests,  then
analyzed to find out the results of accuracy, false
positives,  and  false  negatives.  This  study

scanned  500  QR  Code  consisting  of  300  QR
Code  phishing,  120  safe  QR  Code  and  80
suspicious QR Code. The results of testing can
be seen in table 1.

    Table 1. Result of Test

No. Jenis Technique of Manipulation Number of

QR Code

Safe Suspecious Phishing

1. P
h
i
s
h
i
n
g

URL Shortener 40 - - 40

2. Using IP 20 - - 20

3. Using Symbol “@” 40 - - 40

4. Using “//” > 1 40 - - 40

5. Using Unicode 40 - - 40

6. Using “exe”/ “apk” 40 - - 40

7. Web page manipulation 80 - - 80

8. Not Manipulation (Safe) 120 117 - 3

9. Not Manipulation (Suspecious) 80 1 75 4

Total 500 118 75 307

Table 1 is  the  result  of  a  scan  that  has
been done using various kinds of manipulations
on  the  Qr  Code  content.  Manipulation  carried
out in this study consisted of the manipulation of
the  phishing  character  of  the  URL.  The  scan
results  get  an  error  rate  of  8  times.  The  error
results  obtained  are  a  scanning  process  that  is

done in a hurry or the time lag between scanning
with one another is too short, and is also done in
a weak signal condition.

From the data in table 1, it can be made
into  the  confusion  matrix  to  facilitate  the
performance  evaluation.  The  form  of  the
confusion matrix can be seen in the table 1.
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Table 2. Confusion Matrix

Type of
Classification

Detection

Phishing Suspecious Safe

Actual
Phishing 300 0 0

Suspecious 4 75 1

Safe 3 0 117

Total 307 75 118

From confusion matrix, we can find the
scanning results that have errors. The confusion
matrix  is  one  method  that  can  be  used  to
measure  the  performance  of  a  classification
method.  Basically,  the  confusion  matrix
contains information that  compares the results
of the classification carried out by the system
with the results of the classification that should
be [17]. The blue table is the result of matching
scanning with the data. While others are errors
in  detecting.  From  this  confusion  matrix,
calculations are made in determining the level
of  accuracy  and  errors  rate  that  occur  during
testing [18]. This performance evaluation uses
equations (1) & (2) :

Accuracy =
N correct

 N
x100       (1)

=
492
500

x100%=98,4%

Error Detection =
N incorrect
      N

x100      (2)

=
  8
500

x 100%=1,6%

4.2 Analysis
This  stage describes  the proposed solution and
comparison of  existing  research  so  that  it  gets
the  appropriate  results.  This  research  uses
several  features  used  by  previous  research,
besides that it is added with proposed features.
The  proposed  Anti-Qrishing  technique  is  the
URL  Academy  "ac"  and  the  Redirect  URL
Shortener  found  in  the  Address-Based  Bar
Approach. The Academy URL is the URL of an
educational  institution  at  the  university.  This
domain  is  officially  registered  with  certain
administrative  requirements.  It  can  be
ascertained that this  URL of academics is  safe
from  fraudulent  purposes  phishing.  URL
Shortener is a condition of "HTTP Redirect" in
the  changed  domain  name  to  be  short,  so  the
results  of  the  URL  Redirect  can  be  further
analyzed. 

The  Domain  Based  approach  there  is
Alexa's Web traffic. Alexa's Web traffic is used
to determine the popularity of a domain. Besides
that additional blacklist features of Phistank's is a
database  of  phishing  URLs  collected  by
phistank.  From  these  two  features  checks  are
carried  out  using  the  API.  The  comparison  of
proposed features with previous research can be
seen in table 2.

      Table 3. Comparison of Feature

Approach Features Research

Old  New (Proposal)

(Alnajjar et al.,) (Ahmed & Abdullah)

Address Bar Using IP   

Using Symbol ‘@’   

Position ‘//’ > 7 on URL   

Length URL   

Prefix Suffix “-” pada URL  

The number of the dot “.”
> URL

  

Sensitive Word 
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Using Protocol “http://” 

URL Academy “ac” 

URL Shortener Redirect 

Domain Page rank 

Age of Domain (WHOIS)  

Domain confidence level 

Country 

Update date 

Web traffic Alexa 

Blacklist Blacklist  

From  table  2,  it  can  be  seen  that  this
study combines features that have been used by
previous research. From the combination,  there
is also a reduction or selection of features that
can affect the results of detection. In addition to
increasing the results, additional features are also
made  that  can  affect  the  results  of  detection.
There  are  several  feature  proposals  that  can
influence the results of detection, including the
use of the "HTTP" protocol, the use of domain

academy,  URL  Shortener  Redirect,  and
improvements to the phistank blacklist.

Besides feature comparison analysis, the
comparative  analysis  of  phishing  detection
techniques  was  also  carried  out.  This  research
uses  a  combination  of  condition  validation
techniques  and  online  validation  from  some
existing  researches.   The  comparison  of
detection techniques can be seen in table 3. 

            Table 4. Comparison of detection techniques

Technique of Detection Research

Old New (proposal)

(Alnajjar et al.,) (Ahmed & Abdullah)

Validation of Conditions  

Classification of Machine Learning 

Online Validations  

The  condition  validation  technique  is  a
detection technique by checking the condition of
the  content  from the  QR code.  This  technique
checks  for  features  or  characteristics  that  are
similar to features that have been determined as
phishing or not.

Then another  technique is  the  detection
technique with machine learning methods. this is
the  most  recent  detection  technique.  This
technique must be supported by deceptive data in
classifying whether the QR Code content is safe
or  not.  This  technique  classifies  based  on  the
data  that  has  been  collected,  so  the  results
depend on data and algorithms.

Whereas,  online  validation  is  checking
the  domain  on  third-party  services  online,
whether the domain can be trusted as safe or not.

In  this  study,  combined  condition
validation and online validation to express better
results, because it is not very dependent on data.
This  technique  is  useful  for  detecting  new
phishing models.

Based on the testing with 500 QR Code,
consisting  of  300  QR  Code  phishing  with
various  manipulation  techniques  and  80
combined  safe  and  suspicious  QR  Code.  The
results of this test get accuracy 98,4%, and error
detection 1,6%. From these results, a comparison
of the results of the accuracy of this study was
carried  out  with  related  research.  The
comparison can be seen in table 4.
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  Table 5. Comparison of the detection result.

Research Accuracy Information

Old

(Alnajjar et al.,) 93,34 %
This research can detect  phishing new models,  but
the level of accuracy is not maximal.

(Ahmed & Abdullah) 96 %
This result is a string and database match, so it gets
96 % results, but this result cannot detect phishing in
new models.

New Anti-Qrishing 98,4 %

This study can do phishing detection of new models,
but the level of accuracy is not maximal. The results
are not optimal due to bad signals and scanning in a
hurry.

From the data  in  table  4.  the results  of
accuracy are different in each study. From these
data,  it  was  found  that  the  proposed  anti-
Qrishing  technique  was  effective  in  making
detection  on  the  QR  Code.  By  combining,
selecting  and  adding  features,  anti-Qrishing
techniques  can  detect  Phishing  with  a
satisfactory  level  of  accuracy.  In  addition,  this
technique can detect phishing new models.

The  use  of  Anti-Qrishing  technique  is
only  applied  to  QR  Codes  that  have  URL
content, not API keys from specific applications,
such  as  payment  applications,  Whatsapp  and
others. QR Code payment is a form of the digital
transaction using a QR code as an authentication
media.  QR  Code  on  WhatsApp  also  used  as
authentication. The application used for scanning
is a specific application that has been integrated
with  the  system  from  the  service  provider.
Generally, content generated to form a QR Code
is  API  Keys  or  specific  code  known  by  the
system.  In  Anti-Qrishing  Technique,  the  API
Keys  are  recognized  as  plain  text,  causing  no
further  analysis.  The development  of  the  Anti-
Qrishing  technique  in  the  future  is  to  add
features that can recognize phishing or hijacking
from QR Code payment, WhatsApp and others.

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

5.1  Conclusion
The QR Code detection process uses the Address
Bar Based and Domain-Based Approaches. The
use of the Address Bar Based Approach in this
study is to examine the unique string criteria of
phishing contained in the URL so that it can be
easily  detected  as  phishing.  The  use  of  the
Domain Based approach is to check domains to
third parties online and real time by utilizing the

API. So this technique can detect phishing codes
that detect better.

The  test  was  conducted  with  500  QR
Code, consisting of 300 QR Code phishing with
various  manipulation  techniques  and  120  safe
QR Code and 80 suspicious QR Code. This test
gets 98,4% accuracy, and 1,6% error detection.
Anti-Qrishing  technique  is  a  solution  for
detecting  QR  Code  Phishing  or  Qrishing  on
smartphones  in  real-time.  This  technique  can
detect 0-day phishing or new model of phishing.

5.2  Future Work
This research focuses on a QR code that contains
URL content. Further research can be developed
for  phishing  QR Code  detection  techniques  in
special applications such as Payment and others.
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ABSTRACT 

Network intruders may spoof IP packets by 

modifying headers of the IP packets to fool people 

believe that the transmissions are originating from 

the trusted source. Consequently, various defence 

mechanisms have been developed to identify and 

prevent IP spoofing attack. However, the existing 

prevention mechanisms are implemented on either 

destination hosts or routers levels. At these levels 

facilitate utilization of shared resources on the 

networks during the attacking process even if there is 

a mechanism on those levels. To the best of our 

knowledge, there is no research work reported on 

how an IP spoofing attacker can be prevented from 

attacker’s LAN before utilizing shared network 

resources. Therefore, this paper proposes an 

algorithm for providing an attacker a warning due to 

his/her attacking activities. The study employed 

Mininet network emulator, POX controller, Layer 3 

switches (L3S), packets analyzer, and packet 

constructor to design and develop a prototype of the 

algorithm in a Local Area Network (LAN) 

environment. Results show that the developed 

algorithm is capable of returning packets to an 

attacker as a warning mechanism in a LAN level. The 

warning packets utilize attacker’s network 

resources/keep the attackers network busy, hence 

stops IP spoofing attacks. Therefore the attacker is as 

well get affected by his/her attacking activities.   

KEYWORDS 

IP Spoofing, POX controller, mininet network 

emulator, Layer 3 Switch (L3S), Local Area 

Network (LAN), Software Defined 

Networking (SDN). 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Network is one of the biggest components on 

Information and Communication Technology 

(ICT). However, despite the benefits gained 

from the network; its usage poses many 

challenges such as receiving wrong information 

and network security flaws [1]. Among the 

major security flaw is IP spoofing attack. IP 

spoofing packet is an IP packet which is sent by 

a sender with forged source IP addresses [11]. 

The purpose of IP spoofing is to gain access to 

unauthorized data or information or to hide an 

attacker identification and utilize a victim shared 

resources. According to Tanase [12], IP spoofing 

is one of the most common forms of online 

hidings. In IP spoofing attack, an attacker gains 

access to unauthorized information or data from 

a computer or a network of a victim and 

malicious messages appear as if they are coming 

from a trusted machine. Attacks that use IP 

Spoofing techniques are dangerous because it is 

difficult to identify location of an attacker. Such 

attacks include Man in the Middle[13] whereby an 

attacker secretly relays and possibly alters the 

communication between two parties who believe 

they are directly communicating with each other. 

Another attack is Connecting Hijacking[3] 

whereby an attacker steals the session of one of 

the two communicating hosts and drops one of 

the communicating partner. Denial of Service 

Attack (DoS)[15] is also an IP spoofing attack in 

which its target is to utilize shared resource of a 

victim in order to reduce the victim’s 

performance or prevent a victim from gaining 

access to the Internet. 

The main scenario that facilitates IP spoofing 

attack is the weaknesses of TCP/IP protocol that 

allows editing of an IP packet by modifying 

source IP address and other fields in a packet 

during packet routing. Routers responsibility is 

to route or forward IP packets without validating 

source IP address. Instead, they use only 

destination IP address to forward packets to the 

intended host. In addition, during the process of 

connecting two hosts, a three ways handshaking 

is used, this same technique can be used by an 

attacker to prevent a victim to get connection to 

his/her trusted host. The attacker can fake as a 

trusted host, hence prevent legitimate 

communication. 

Researchers have implemented different defense 

mechanisms to detect, prevent and locate IP 
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spoofing attackers on routers. Due to high 

responsibility of the routers, adding an extra task 

to detect, prevent and locate IP spoofing 

attackers reduce performance (add overhead on 

the operation) of the routers. However, most of 

the existing mechanisms were implemented at 

either hosts level (application layer) or routers 

(network layer). Through this implementation, 

an attacker can utilize shared network resources 

on his/her way to the victim before being 

detected.  

Furthermore, tools that were developed to test 

vulnerability of network components can be used 

by attackers to make an IP spoofing attack. 

These tools have a capability to spoof source IP 

address and they can scan a specific port to 

check if it is active/open or not. Hence, simplify 

an attacking process. They include nmap, scapy, 

and hping3 tools.  

Research studies on IP spoofing attack suggest 

different mechanisms to identify, prevent and 

locate possible location of an attacker. Some of 

the mechanisms suggested are Hop-Count 

Filtering (HCF) [4], Source Address Validity 

Protocol [5], Spoofing Prevention Method [6] 

and Ingress [7] and Egress [8] Filtering. 

However, all these mechanisms do not punish or 

provide a warning to an attacker and some of the 

assumptions made in some mechanisms are not 

realistic. For example, Hop-Count Filtering 

assume all packets must path on the one route 

while in real situation, packets of one message 

can use different paths to the destination. 

Furthermore, most of the defense mechanisms 

against IP spoofing are implemented on the 

router in Wide Area Network (WAN) and host 

(affected host in the destination network)[9]. 

This situation allows an attacker to utilize shared 

resources of the network, even though he/she did 

not access any information from the intended 

victim. Therefore, an attacker denies a victim to 

access information from other legitimate users 

by utilizing her/his network resources. Lack of 

any mechanisms to provide a warning to an 

attacker is also another problem that gives 

attackers a confidence to continue their attacking 

activities as there is no effect of any sort is 

imposed on them. If a warning mechanism is 

introduced, it can make an attacker stay alert and 

consequently may stop his/her attacking 

activities. Among the major challenges to 

prevent IP spoofing attacks is to locate the 

correct position of attackers. This is because, 

attackers use fake IP identification to make 

communication. Furthermore, Most of the 

existing mechanisms were implemented at either 

hosts level (application layer) or routers 

(network layer). Through this implementation, 

an attacker could utilize more shared network 

resources. There is a mechanism developed to 

identify an IP spoofing attacker using MAC 

address on LAN level by using Layer 3 switches 

with POX controller. This mechanism prevent 

utilization of shared network resources of a victim 

[16]. This mechanism after detecting an attacker, 

drop the packets without doing any action for an 

attacker as a punishment. 

Therefore, this study extend the work in [16] by 

designing  and developing  an algorithm for 

locating an IP spoofing attacker and send 

warning packets to an attacker which will alert 

an attacker for his/her attacking activities. The 

warning packets are considered as a punishment 

to an attacker as it will affect an attacker by 

utilizing his/her own shared resources and 

prevent him/her from making more attacks. 

When the attacker is punished, most likely 

he/she will stop the attacking activities, hence 

improve network performance and prevent IP 

spoofing attacks.  

2  DEFENSE MECHANISMS AGAINST 

IP SPOOFING ATTACKS 

There are difference types of defense 

mechanisms used for IP spoofing packets 

identification, prevention and locating an 

attacker. These mechanisms are basically 

categorized into three types namely, Host based, 

Router based and Switch based defense 

methods/mechanisms [16]. To the best of our 

knowledge, there are no existing mechanisms, 

which provide a warning to an attacker once IP 

spoofing attack is detected. 
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2.1 Host-Based Defense Mechanism 

There are two types of host-based defense 

mechanisms, which are active and passive 

Defense mechanisms. The active mechanisms 

need the end-host to perform a pro-active action 

or active probing. Active host-based mechanisms 

include cryptographic solutions [17], active 

probing solutions [18] and IP puzzles [19]. In 

cryptographic solutions, such as IPSec require a 

handshaking operation to set up secret keys 

between two hosts to communicate with an 

encrypted or signed message. Encryption of a 

message ensures that only trusted hosts access 

encrypted message by that secret keys. An attacker 

cannot rewrite or read a packet or make a 

connection to any of the hosts which uses IPSec 

because he/she has no key for decrypting the 

message.   

Passive mechanisms on the other hand, rely only 

on the information which a host collect locally 

without probing the supposed source of a packet 

[9]. In passive host-based defense mechanisms, 

the decision is made on whether a packet is 

spoofing or not by passively observing incoming 

traffic. An examples of passive host-based IP 

spoofing defense mechanisms is the Hop-Count 

Filtering (HCF). According to Jin, Wang & Shin 

[4], Hop-Count Filtering (HCF) system counts 

and records number of hops from one host to 

another during a normal time.  By measuring the 

number of hop during normal times, HCF builds 

a mapping of IP addresses to hop counts. Then, 

if an IP spoofing attacker sends a spoofing 

packet to the victim, there is a high possibility 

for the hop-count of the packet failing to match 

with the expected hop-count of valid packets 

from the spoofed source IP address. However, 

this mechanism has a weakness since legitimate 

hop-counts can change due to routing changes. 

In this situation, all packets that do not match the 

expected ho count are automatically filtered, 

even if they are legitimate packets.  

2.2 Router-Based Defense Mechanism 

An example of router-based IP spoofing defense 

mechanisms are Ingress [7] and Egress [8] 

filtering, which are the methods that use routers 

to investigate addresses of packets flowing in 

and out of network edge and then filter illegal 

packets.  

2.3 Switch-based Defense Mechanism. 

This type of mechanism is implemented on LAN 

by using Layer 3 switches,   Address Resolution 

Protocol (ARP) and OpenFlow protocol[16].  In 

this case, an attacker can be identified his/her 

location by using MAC address on LAN. This 

mechanism detect IP spoofing attack by 

comparing source IP address on packet with that 

of the ARP table. If source IP address does not 

match, the packet is spoofed. If source IP 

addresses are the same, authentication will be 

verified by comparing source MAC address on 

packet with that of the ARP table. All these 

validation are done on POX controller by using 

OpenFlow protocol. 

3 METHODOLOGY 

This paper use Design Science Research 

Methodology (DSRM). The DSRM  is suitable 

in developing artifacts such as  algorithms or 

human/computer interfaces [22]. There are five 

steps in DSRM, problem awareness, suggestion, 

development, evaluation and conclusion, to be 

followed during designing, implementing and 

testing an algorithm or an interface as shown in 

Figure 1. 

Fig 1:Design Science Research Methodology steps [22] 

First step is the awareness of problem during a 

proposal phase; this is used to investigate in 

more detail the causes, sources, and level of the 

problem. This study realised reasons for IP 

spoofing attack continue to a problem on today’s 

communication networks, despite several 

defense mechanisms.  

The second step is the suggestion step which is 

also used during the proposal phase. It is used to 

determine the possible solution of the existing 

problem. This study suggested the possible 
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solutions to the problem and chose the most 

efficient solution on source IP address validation 

and warning provision to an attacker. Moreover, 

the best position, technology, and area to 

implement algorithms were also suggested.  

Development is the third step in DSRM, which is 

used for designing and implementing an artifact 

for the suggested solution. During the 

development phase, an algorithm was designed 

and implemented for source IP address 

validation and warning provision to an attacker.  

Evaluation is the forth step used in DSRM to test 

the results of the developed artifact. This study 

used captured packets from packet analyzer 

(tcpdump command) to evaluate the results of 

algorithms. The measurements of performance 

on this study are; detection of IP spoofing 

packets by using source IP addresses validation, 

the conversion of the addresses (MAC and IP 

address. i.e source to destination and destination 

to source address)  of the detection packets and 

the effect to an attacker after receiving warning 

packets(Converted packets their address). 

The final step is conclusion; this is used to 

conclude based on the results obtained during 

evaluation step. This study made conclusions on 

the basis of the results obtained during 

evaluation step. 

3.1 Design of an Algorithm for Warning 

Provision to an IP Spoofing Attacker 

The five steps of DSRM were followed in 

developing an algorithm for warning provision 

to an IP spoofing attacker as shown in Figure 2.  

Fig. 2. Steps used to develop prototype of an algorithm to 

provide a warning to an IP spoofing attacker 

Flowchart in figure 3 show how the developed 

prototype of an algorithm for source IP address 

validation and sending warning packets to an IP 

spoofing attacker designed. 

Fig. 3.  Flowchart of an algorithm for source IP address 

validation and warning provision to an IP spoofing 

attacker 

3.2 Implementation of an Algorithm for 

Warning Provision 

Mininet is a network emulator which creates a 

network of virtual hosts, switches, controllers, 

and links[23]. Mininet hosts run standard Linux 

operating system, and its switches support 

OpenFlow for highly flexible custom routing and 

Software-Defined Networking (SDN). Mininet 

emulator was used to implement a virtual 

network topology by using python programming 

language and Linux operating system. The 

implemented network topology had four hosts 

(four virtual machines): host1, host2, host3 and 

host4, two layer three switches (L3S) and one 

POX controller as shown on Figure 4. Host1 acts 

as an attacker and host3 acts as a victim. 

Controller is used to capture all packets with an 

IPv4 and analyses whether, it is IP spoofing 

packets or not. If it is an IP spoofing packet, the 

algorithm for warning provision to an attack is 

executed. 
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Fig. 4. Virtual network topology used to send warning to 

an attacker 

POX controller is a Python based open source 

OpenFlow/ SDN Controller[24]. POX is used for 

faster development and prototyping of new 

network applications. POX controller was 

installed with the mininet and virtual machine. 

POX controller was used to develop algorithm 

that controls flow of packets by validating source 

IP addresses and returning back warning packets. 

POX controller was used to create a warning 

packet by exchanging source IP address and 

MAC address as destination addresses and vice 

versa. Additionally, the input port changed to an 

output port on which a switch can send the 

packet back to an attacker. The warning packet 

created utilizes shared resources of an attacker, 

hence an attacker suffer for his/her attacking 

activities. In general, since the packets are still 

on a LAN, the exchange of address will assists to 

send the packet back to the attacker by using 

his/her MAC address. 

Virtual machine is a software computer that, like 

a physical computer, runs an operating system 

and applications[25]. Every virtual machine has 

virtual devices that provide the same 

functionality as physical hardware and have 

additional benefits in terms of portability, 

manageability, and security. Virtual machine 

was used to create hosts within the topology 

created by mininet emulator. Openvswitch is a 

virtual switch used to create the two layer 3 

virtual switches to connect hosts and POX 

controller. Scapy and Hping3 are packet 

manipulation tools that facilitate forging, 

dissecting, emitting or sniffing network packets 

[27]. They were used to construct IP spoofing 

packets. Packet analyzers used by the study are 

wireshark and tcpdump. Tcpdump is a common 

packet analyzer that runs under the command 

line. It allows users to intercept and display 

TCP/IP and other packets being transmitted or 

received over a network to which the computer 

is attached[28]. Tcpdump was used to capture 

packet information as a data collection tool. 

Wireshark like tcpdump can be used to capture 

packets information. But on this paper it was 

used to demonstrate/display data collected on 

tcpdump only.  Log file also was used to capture 

information/data on POX controller to find 

errors and other important information about 

failure or success of algorithms.  

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

To test the developed algorithm, IP packets were 

sent from Host1 (as an attacker) to other hosts 

without IP spoofing packets and later with 

spoofed packets to Host3 as a victim. Host1 uses 

iptables command, scapy and hping3 tools to 

spoof IP addresses. 

4.1 Results from the POX Controller 

The log file captures results from POX 

controller, which collects information from the 

prototype implemented algorithm. The data 

collected on log file helps to know whether an 

algorithm detects a spoofed packet or not. In 

addition, they show whether warning packet 

codes are executed or not. POX controller results 

are shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6. Part One on 

figure 5 shows a communication with a valid IP 

address and figure 6 demonstrate communication 

with IP spoofing attack. In part one of figures 5, 

the results shows that before an attacker spoofs 

his/her IP packets, there are requests and replies 

of packets, which show that there is a good 

communication to all hosts. Host1 makes a 

request to Host3 and Host3 returns a reply to 

Host1. 
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Fig. 5.  Results from the POX Controller showing 

communication with valid IP address before IP spoofing 

attack 

But in part two in Figure 6, Host1 with MAC 

address b6:94:09:e2:04:94 spoofs IP packet with 

IP address 192.168.1.150 made by the hping3 

tool. After Host1 spoof IP packet, the log file 

reported that source IP address suspected as 

spoofed IP packet with no reply packet from 

destination IP address. In addition, part three in 

Figure 6, Host1 again spoof IP packet with IP 

address 100.100.100.100. The spoofed packets 

are detected and the warning message is 

executed.  

Fig. 6. Results from the POX Controller showing IP 

spoofing packets and warning packets after IP spoofing 

attack 

Results on POX controller show that the 

developed algorithm creates a warning packet 

for every detected spoofing packet sent by an 

attacker. Warning packets keep a switch and an 

attacker busy, which is the purpose of this study. 

This means that an attacker utilizes his/her own 

resources and works as if he/she is attacking 

himself/herself. 

In general, the algorithm succeeded to create a 

warning packet and sent it to an attacker after 

detecting IP spoofing packet by using algorithm 

for validating source IP address in a LAN. The 

warning packets sent to an attacker uses the 

attacker’s resources as a negative effect due to 

his/her attacks. Practically, the attacker 

experienced adverse effect on getting access for 

legitimate communication for sometimes. This is 

because; the warning packets sent to the attacker 

utilize his/her shared resources. The duration an 

attacker stay without getting access to 

communication depends on a number of packets 

an attacker sent to a victim.  

4.2 Results from Host (Virtual Machine) 

Results captured by issuing ping command from 

host 1 to other hosts  are divided in three parts; 

part one is before an attacker spoofs his/her IP 

address, Part two is after an attacker spoofs 

his/her IP address and the part three concerns 

other hosts who communicate with each other 

before and after an attacker spoof his IP address. 

In Figure 7, part one, host 1 has no problems of 

communication to all other hosts (host 2 (h2), 

host 3 (h3) and host 4(h4)) because an attacker 

(host1) did not spoof an IP address. The results 

show packet loss of 0% and all transmitted 

packets are received by a target hosts, hence an 

evidence of successful communication. 

But in part two, after an attacker (host1) spoofs 

an IP packet by using hping3 tool with IP 

address 192.168.1.150, results show a packet 

loss of 100% and none of the packets are 

received to a victim host 3 (h3), communication 

fails by reporting “destination host unreachable”. 

Hping3 command works like a ping command 

but allows inserting fake IP address.  
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Fig 7. Part one shows results before an attack (packets lost 

is 0%) and in part two show results after an attack (the 

packet lost is 100%) 

5 CONCLUSION AND 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

This paper succeeded to demonstrate 

implementation of an algorithm to detect IP 

spoofing packets, locate an attacker by using 

MAC address and then send warning packets on 

LAN level. The identified spoofed packet 

provides MAC address of an attacker as a correct 

identifier after spoofing an IP address. For every 

IP spoofing packet detected, a warning packet is 

created and sent back to an attacker by using 

MAC address. The warning packets utilizes the 

attacker’s own shared resources such as a local 

switch, hence prevented an attacker to continue 

with his/her attacking activities and his/her 

legitimate communication. It is recommended 

that algorithms to detect and prevent IP spoofing 

be implemented at the LAN level in order to 

prevent misuse of shared network resources and 

to correctly locate the attackers by using MAC 

address. Once an IP spoofing attack is detected 

and the attacker is located, a punishment must be 

implemented in order to prevent further attacks. 

SDN can facilitate implementation of such 

algorithms on existing networks as demonstrated 

in this paper. 
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ABSTRACT

The  adoption  of  Health  Information  System  (HIS)
has emerged as a significant element in the healthcare
domain. HIS comprises of Electronic Patient Records
(EPR)  whose  confidentiality  is  crucial.  Patients'
consent to EPR access is needed for patients' privacy
to  be  achieved.  Research  studies  have  been
conducted on Consent  Management System (CMS)
adoption  and  integration  with  HIS  as  the  way  to
manage  EPR access  in  HIS.  However,  majority  of
them  provides  inadequate  security  mechanisms  to
protect the patients’ consent. Attackers could launch
attacks  such  as  tampering,  repudiation  and
information  disclosure  attacks  against  patients’
consent. These threats could eradicate the relevance
of  patients’ consent  in  protecting  patient’s  privacy.
Better  security  mechanisms  should  be  adopted  in
order to improve security state of patients’ consent.
This study has developed a security model to protect
patients’ consent. The developed model has improved
patients’ consent  security significantly compared to
other studies in the reviewed literature.
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Patient, Confidentiality, Privacy, Consent, Security

1 INTRODUCTION

Rapid advancement in technology has increased
adoption of Health Information System (HIS) in
the  health  sector.  Cloud  computing,  web
applications,  mobile  computing  and  advanced
database  technologies  have  significantly
accelerated this rate of adoption. HIS has risen as
an important element in health care domain. HIS
comprises  of  administrative  and  Electronic
Patient  Records  (EPR)  information.
Administrative  information  is  non-patient
medical records for example drugs purchase cost
[1].  On  the  other  hand,  EPR  are  defined  as
patient’s  electronic  medical  records  [2].
Stakeholders  in  health  care  need  access  to

information  in  HIS.  For  example  decision
makers may use EPR stored in HIS to perform
predictive data analysis that can help in decision
making and insights provision [1].

Despite  the  fact  that  the  accessibility  of  EPR
from  anywhere  and  anytime  by  health  care
stakeholders  improves  efficiency  and
collaboration,  it  also poses a risk of disclosing
patients’  EPR  without  their  consent.  Consent
Management System (CMS) has emerged as the
way to give patients’ means to grant EPR access
to  individuals  of  their  choice  through  consent
creation.  Consent refers to the explicit granting
or preventing access to specified EPR [3]. It may
contain patient’s identifier, health care worker’s
identifier  and access  status.  CMS is  integrated
with HIS in such a way that those who have not
been given consent cannot access patients’ EPR.
This  implies  that  patients’ consent  also  needs
security protection, for prevention of data breach
on EPR to be achieved. As an example, in 2015
University  of  California  Irvine  medical  center
reported a data breach of about 4,859 patients’
medical  records. For  four  years  the  hospital
employee  was  accessing  patients’  medical
records without their consent [4].

Protecting  patients  consent  in  the health  sector
will  enhance patients’ privacy [3].  This  can be
achieved  by  developing  security  mechanisms
that  protects  patients’  consent  at  rest  and  in
transit.  Consent  Management  System  (CMS)
which manages patients’ consent allows patients
to permit or deny access of their medical records
to particular  individuals.  Research studies have
been  conducted  on  CMS  adoption  and
integration with HIS as the way to control EPR
access in HIS. However, most of them provide
inadequate  security  mechanisms  to  protect  the
patients’  consent  in  normal  and  emergence
situations.  This  leave  patients’  consent
vulnerable to various attacks and hence, it may
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jeopardize  the  privacy  of  EPR  in  the  Health
Information System (HIS).

Health Service Providers (HSP) are required to
implement  a  mechanism  that  protects  the
patients’ privacy [5]. Most of existing HSP are
either  using  paper  based  patients’  consent
information  or  have  integrated  their  HIS  with
electronic CMS whose security implementation
is weak [6].  According to  Olca and Can   [5],
EPR for an individual can only be accessed in
cases required by the law or by the individual
explicit  consent.  This  indicates  that  EPR
protection  is  important  as  well  as  patients’
consent protection [7]. In this  study, a security
model  to  protect  patients’ consent  information
has  been  developed.  This  model  aimed  at
preventing: processing of non-authentic requests,
unauthorized  modification  of  the  patient’s
consent,  repudiation  of  patient’s  activities,
unauthorized access to patients’ consent,  denial
of  service  and  elevation  of  privileges  in  the
CMS. Integrating this model with HIS and CMS
avails  patients’ rights  to  choose  who can have
access to their EPR. This research has developed
a security model which protects patients’ consent
when they are in storage and in transit.

2 RELATED WORKS

Electronic  consent  model  is  an  important
security mechanism to achieve patient's privacy
[5].  According  to  Olca  and  Can [5]   patients’
must  maintain  rights  to  protect  their  medical
records  from  unauthorized  access.  They
mentioned  the  significance  of  consent
management  for  patients’  medical  records.
Furthermore,  their  work suggests establishment
of the patients’ consent policy and conduction of
researches  regarding  frameworks  or/and
algorithms  that  govern  electronic  consent.
However, it does not explain how to implement
and protect an electronic consent.

In another study,  HIPAAT [3]   has developed a
fine  grained  consent  management  model.  The
study designed  a  consent  model  using  Service
Oriented  Architecture  (SOA).  SOA  is  a
technique for developing system whose services
support  reusability  functionalities  via  well-
defined interfaces [8]. The model were designed
to be integrated with web based HIS application

to control access to electronic patients’ records.
This model consists of the following elements:
consent  policies,  consent  management  service,
consent validation service, consent enforcement
point  and  audit  service.  eXtensible  Access
Control  Markup  Language  (XACML)  and
Health Level 7 (HL7) are the standards that have
been used by this model. XACML is a security
policy  language  that  is  used  to  enforce
components  of  the  organization  information
security  policy  across  organization  information
systems [9]. On the other hand HL 7 provides a
standard way for exchange, integration, sharing
and  retrieval  of  electronic  health  information
[10]. This model has focused mostly on having
electronic consent. It has not discussed security
techniques  such  as  encryption  which  may  be
used to protect an electronic consent. In addition,
the model allows health care provider to override
the restrictions which may result in unauthorized
access to patients’ medical records.

Amoussou [6] is another CMS model that uses
Domain Driven Design (DDD). DDD uses both
developer and domain expertise together to solve
domain specific problem [11]. Furthermore, the
model  used  both  SOAP-based  and  RESTFUL
web  service  interfaces  as  data  exchange
mechanism. SOAP-based web service uses XML
format  only  while  RESTful  web  service  can
process  different  formats  such  as  XML,  plain
text and JSON [12]. The model aims to achieve
number of goals. First, helping patients to have
fine-grained control over their medical records,
control  to  share  with  whom  and  for  what
purpose.  Second,  smoothing  the  process  of  a
patient to access, track, update and revoke their
consents  remotely.  This  model  has  just  used
XACML the same way as it  has been used by
[3]. From security point of view, this model has
implemented  spring  security  framework.
Authorization  and  authentication  are  some  of
security  features  supported  by  the  framework
[13].  Although  this  model  integrated  spring
security framework in its implementation, it has
not stated whether patients’ consent information
is encrypted or not in the storage. The model has
also not discussed on how to handle emergency
access to patients’ medical records.

Both  HIPAAT [3] and Amoussou [6] have used
the  CMS  model  as  depicted  in  Figure  1.  The
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model has established EPR retrieval procedures
from HIS. First,  a Health Care Worker (HCW)
makes  a  request  to  access  EPR  from  HIS.
Second, HIS checks from CMS whether HCW is
allowed  to  access  those  particular  EPR.  The
check  is  done against  privacy  preferences  that
were created by a patient in CMS. Patients are
able  to  create,  edit,  delete  and  update  their
privacy  preferences  in  CMS.  Third,  CMS
responds with access status (permit or deny). If
permit  is  returned  as  access  status  HCW  is
allowed to access those EPR otherwise access is
denied. 

As  depicted  in  Figure  1,  these  studies  on
patients’  consent  have  focused  on  developing
and integrating  CMS with HIS. They have not
established  more  efficient  ways  of  protecting
patients’ consent  when  it  is  in  transit  or  rest.
Therefore, they are leaving a room for patients’
consent  to  suffer  security  attacks  which  may
cause patients’ privacy to be compromised.

3 METHODOLOGY

This  study  followed  security  modeling
procedures as depicted in Figure 2. Requirement
gathering and analysis for HIS and CMS was the
first step in the modeling process. HIS and CMS
workflows and integration were also analyzed to
finalize  system  identification  phase  of  the
security  modeling  procedure.  The  Next  step
involved identification of threats that may affect
patients consent. Microsoft threat modeling was
used  in  this  research.  It  has  been  used  by

Microsoft  in  the  development  process  of  their
software products for more than 12 years [14].
Attack  modeling  followed  threat  identification
process.  Attack  trees  were  constructed  and
analyzed  to  determine  different  ways  that
patients’  consent  can  be  compromised.  Each
discovered  attack  has  an  impact  on  patients’
consent;  therefore  evaluations  of  the  effects
caused by the identified attacks were conducted. 

In  addition,  Damage potential,  Reproducibility,
Exploitability,  Affected  users  and
Discoverability  (DREAD)  has  been  used  to
perform  security  risk  analysis  on  patient’s
consent.  DREAD provides  risk rating  for  each
threat  by  considering  damage  of  asset,
reproducibility  of  attack,  exploitability  of  an
asset,  affected  users  and  discoverability  of
vulnerabilities.  It  is  important  to  perform  risk
assessment  since  it  enables  application  of  the
cost  benefit  risk  mitigation  techniques.
Thereafter, the model design was constructed in
order  to  protect  patients  consent  against  the
identified threats.  Cryptography was used in the
modeling  process  to  provide  security  services.
AES-256,  RSA-2048  and  SHA-256
cryptographic algorithms were used in this study
during the implementation phase.

The developed model  has been integrated  with
Health  Information  System (HIS)  and Consent

Figure 1. Consent Management System Model
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Management  System  (CMS).  OpenMRS  and
Consent2Share  were  used  as  HIS  and  CMS
respectively.  Sampled  EPR were  collected  and
anonymized from University  of Dar es Salaam
Health  Medical  Center.  Purpose  sampling  was
used  as  a  sampling  technique.  This  technique
aims at particular attributes of a population that
are of interest [15]. Patient’s age is an important
attribute  to  consider  in  this  study  due  to  its
involvement  in  determining  the  cryptographic
key  complexity.  Therefore,  purpose  sampling
was more appropriate for this study. Age ranges
from 0-30, 31-60 and above 60 were considered.
A single patient  was selected from each range.
Document  review  was  also  used  as  a  data
collection  method  for  EPRs  collection.  For
patients’ consent, simulated data were generated
based on the CMS requirements. Collected data
were  then  prepared  and  entered  in  the  Open
MRS and Consent2Share data models. Scenario
based attacks like those in the real world were
simulated to check whether the developed model
can protect patients’ consent in the CMS. Various
forms  of  attacks  were  launched  against  CMS.
The  results  of  these  attacks  were  compared
against expected outputs.

MODEL DEVELOPMENT

System  identification  or  asset  identification  is
the first step in the security modeling procedure
as shown in Figure 2. HIS is among the assets
under  study  when  modeling  Consent
Management Security Model (CMSM). CMS is
another asset under consideration. EPR stored in
HIS makes it  an important  and sensitive asset.
According  to  Rada  [16],  HIS  comprises  of
several  datasets  that  support  the  demands  of
Hospital  Service  Provider  (HSP),  clinicians,
patients  and  policy  makers.  Locatelli,  Restifo,
Gastaldi,  and  Corso,  [17] have  listed

requirements  that  have  to  be  present  in  HIS
regarding  patients’  medical  records.  Table  1
depicts  some of the requirements of this study,
which were considered in this research.

Table 1. HIS Requirements
No Function

1 HIS shall support patient admission

2 HIS shall store patient diagnosis tests and 
results 

3 HIS shall be able to record and retrieve 
patient medical history

4 HIS shall store patient visits

In addition to HIS, CMS which stores patients’
consent information is another asset in designing
CMSM.  CMS  aims  to  preserve  the  patients’
privacy through access control mechanism [18]. 

Protecting patients’ consent information which is
kept in CMS is the main focus of this study. This
goal has been achieved by developing CMSM. 
CMS has to provide a number of functionalities
regarding patients’ consent management.

Ruan  [18] has  listed  CMS  requirements  as
depicted  in  Table  2.  These  requirements  were
customized  in  the  Consent2Share  CMS  and
integrated with CMSM.

Figure 2. Security Modeling Procedure  (Source: Jung-Sook et al., 2015)
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Table 2. CMS Requirements
N
o

Function

1 CMS shall allow patients to choose the subjects 
(role, individual , system and organizations) to 
whom the consent is given

2 CMS shall allow patients to select type of medical 
data for protection

3 CMS shall allow patients to define access rights 
allowed or prohibited on their medical data

4 CMS shall allow patients to choose context 
regarding access to their medical data

5 CMS shall allow patients to specify period of 
validity for their consents

6 CMS shall store patient’s consent and allow 
external entities such as HIS and patients to access 
them

After the establishment of assets’ requirements, 

threat  identification  techniques  were  applied.
Threat  identification  as  an  important  step  in
modeling CMSM, it reveals potential  risks that
may  have  an  impact  on  patients’  consent.
Clearly, threat identification aims to identify and
mitigate threats before they become exploitable
vulnerabilities  in  an  information  asset.  Before

starting  identifying  threats  to  a  system,  it  is
crucial  to  understand  how  data  flows  in  the
system.  Understanding  data  flow  in  CMS
requires  a  tool  that  shows  how data  flows  in,
within and out. Data Flow Diagram (DFD) was
used to  show how data enters,  transverses  and
leaves CMS. Figure 3 represents a level 1 DFD
for CMS.

After  developing  the  DFD  for  CMS,  threat
identification  was  conducted.  STRIDE  was
applied as the identification technique. STRIDE,
which  denotes  Spoofing,  Tampering,
Repudiation,  Information  Disclosure,  Denial  of
Service  and  Elevation  of  Privilege,  is  a  threat
modeling  technique  which  has  been  used  at
Microsoft for several years. 

Figure 3. Identification of Threats to CMS
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It involves a manual review of DFD to determine
the  possibility  of  a  threat  to  occur.  As  can  be
seen from Figure 3, threats were noted between
CMS  application  side  and  the  storage  and
between CMS and external parties such as HIS
and patient.  In addition,  threats  were also seen
possible  for patients’ consent when they are in
storage.  This  threat  modeling  shows  how  an
adversary can pose risks to CMS by supplying it
with  malicious  information  or  by  interacting
with it. Table 3 shows the potential threats that
may affect  patients’ consent,  their  impacts  and
security services required for mitigation.  Up to
this  point,  a  baseline  for  developing  a
mechanism for securing a CMS was set.
Hence,  security  model  was designed to protect
patients’ consent against these threats

Attack tree construction and analysis procedures
were applied immediately after identification of
threats. This is due to the fact that identification
of  threats  sets  a  foundation  of  attack  trees
construction  and analysis.  Attack  trees  become
more  comprehensive  when  more  scenarios  are
considered [19]. Attack trees have been used to
understand the possible ways that an adversary
could  use  to  launch  attacks  against  patients’
consent. Through attack trees relevant goals that
an  attacker  wants  to  achieve  on  CMS  were
identified  and  analyzed.  Figure  4  shows
confidentiality  attack  trees  on patients’ consent
as  an  example  of  attack  tree  which  was
developed in this study.

At this stage in the modeling process, a list of
threats  affecting  patients’  consent  has  been
identified  including  attack  scenarios.  Now,  the
next  step  was  to  assign  a  risk  rating  to  each
threat based on the risks they pose. DREAD risk
rating technique was used for this task. Table 4
shows security risk analysis for patients’ consent
management.  Equal  opportunity  in  exploiting
patients’  consent  was  among  the  factors
considered  in  assigning  risk  rating  for  each
threat.  Therefore,  designed  model  consist  of
protection  mechanisms  against  all  established
threats.

Scale  was  categorized  into  three  levels;  low
medium and high. 0 to 4 for low risk (L), 5 to 6
for medium risk (M) and 7 to 10 high risk (H)

Table 3. Established Threats to CMS

No Threat Impact on CMS Security Service Required

1 Spoofing Unauthorized user imitates a legitimate CMS
user

Authentication

2 Tampering Unauthorized modification of patients’ 
consent or CMS source code

Integrity

3 Repudiation Claiming to have not conducted an action in 
CMS

Non-Repudiation

4 Information 
Disclosure

Unauthorized access to patients’ consent or 
CMS source code

Confidentiality

5 Denial of Service Deny legitimate users to access patients’ 
consent in CMS

Availability

6 Elevation of 
Privilege

A legitimate user or system performing 
unauthorized actions on patients’ consent

Authorization

Table 4. Established Threats to CMS

THREAT D R E A D

Overall
Risk

Rating
Spoofing 6 6 5 10 10 7.4 H
Tampering 10 10 7 5 10 8.4 H
Repudiation 8 8 10 5 10 8.2 H
Information 
Disclosure 10 10 5 5 10 8.0 H
Denial of Service 10 10 5 10 10 9.0 H
Elevation of 
Privilege 9 9 10 10 10 9.6 H
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With the completion of establishment of threats
and their  risk ratings,  the model  for protecting
patients’ consent was developed. It has four parts
which  are  key  management,  CMS  client  and
CMS block, HIS and CMS block and emergency
situation.  It  is  also  important  to  note  the
notations  which  were  used  during  the  design.
Consider ABC as a notation where by A is an item
with state B at context C. Another notation is AB

where  by  A is  an  item at  context  B.  Figure  5
show high level  interaction  between the model
blocks.  The  interactions  involve  a  key  request
and provision. Key Management System (KMS)
is responsible to manage and provide symmetric
and asymmetric keys. These keys are used along
with the security services such as confidentiality,

integrity and availability which are provided by
the  security  services  engine.  These  security
services are used by CMS Client, CMS and HIS
to provide security to data that is in transit and
storage. 

Cryptographic  keys  have  to  be  kept  in  a  safe
place  after  being  generated.  This  may  involve
storing  a  key  in  a  special  hardware  such  as
Hardware  Storage  Module  (HSM).  HSM
provides both physical and software security of
cryptographic  keys.  Another  way of  protecting
keys is to store them in an encrypted form in an
operating  system  file  or  database.  In  this
research keys were stored in encrypted form in
database and operating system file. However, for

Figure 4. Confidentiality attack trees

Figure 4.1: Confidentiality attack trees
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production  environment,  it  is  more  secure  to
store the keys in HSM especially for a key such
as  the  master  key.  The  following  shows  key
generation procedures in this model.

i) Key Management System (KMS)
generates master key, KK by using
the  key  generation  function,  G
and store KK in Key Management
System Storage (KMSS).

ii) KMS generates  KEK,  encrypts it
by  using  encryption  function,  E
and master  key,  K and store en-
crypted KEK in KMSS.

iii) KMS generates Hashing Key, HK
and  Hashing  Key  Hash,  HKH.
KMS  encrypts  HK with  KEK.
Both  HK and HKH  are stored in
KMSS.  Start  and  end  age  limit,
start date,  end date and key pur-
pose are also included. This is re-
peated  based  on  the  number  of
age  ranges  in  the  list,  L.   Age
range  was  included  to  enhance
key complexity.
For each patient age range
{

L[

}

iv) KMS generates Encryption/De-
cryption Key (Symmetric Key,
SK). KMS encrypts SK with KEK
and store in KMSS.
For each patient age range
{

L[

}

v) CMS/HIS/CMS  client  generates
Asymmetric  Keys,  ASK.
CMS/HIS/CMS  client  sends  the
public  key  to  KMS  storage  and
store  private  key  in
CMS/HIS/CMS client.

CMS  client  and  CMS  block  is  among  the
components  in  the  design  of  the  model.  CMS
client  is  the  part  of  CMS which enables  CMS
users  to  interact  with  the  application.  It  gives
patients  the  ability  to  create,  read,  update  and
disable  their  consent.  Subsequently  adversary
can take  advantage  of  the  flow of  information
between  CMS  client  and  CMS  including  the
information  on  CMS storage.  Due  to  this,  the
model  included this  workflow in the design of
protection mechanism for patients’ consent. The
following  shows  procedures  in  the  model  that
protect patients’ consent in CMS client and CMS
block. These procedures were also modified to
provide security requirements for HIS and CMS
block and emergency situation.

1. Patient  requests  CMS  client  access  to
CMS  by  providing  Username,  U and
Password,  PA. Public Key  (PU), Private
Key (P), encryption function (E), decryp-
tion  function  (D)  and  hashing  function
(H) are used to provide security services
at both sides.

If (  AND )

{
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Patient Age, PA and User Unique 
Identifier, UUI are retrieved from CMS 
storage

}
Else
{
Stop processing the request
}

2. Patient  requests  CMS client  to  perform
data  operation(s),  DO.  By  data
operation(s), it means data creation, view,
update or status change.

3. KEK is retrieved from storage.  KEK is
used to encrypt and decrypt hashing and
encryption keys.

4. CMS client generates a nonce,  NL by us-
ing a random nonce generator, N that

will  be  incorporated  with  a  request  to
CMS.  For  each  request  there  will  be  a
new nonce.

5. Hashing  Key  (HK),  Hashing  Key  Hash
(HKH),  Encryption  Key  (EK) and  En-
cryption  Key Hash  (EKH) are  retrieved
from KMS. Keys are retrieved based on
Validity  Period  (VP),  Patient’s  Age
(PAG) and Key Purpose, (KP).

6. Retrieved  keys  are  decrypted  using  the
KEK and decryption function, D

Figure 5. Model interactions block diagram
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7. Integrity  check  is  performed  on  de-
crypted keys. They are compared against
hashes stored during their creation.

If (  AND

)

{
Proceed with the next step
}
Else
{
Stop processing the request
}

8. Data,  DL from  CMS  client  to  CMS  is
hashed  by  using  a  hash  function,  keys
and nonce.

For each 

{

}
9. Data from CMS client to CMS together

with nonce are encrypted  using encryp-
tion function and keys.

For each 

{

}

10. Hashed  and  encrypted  data  from  CMS
client are sent to CMS together with en-
crypted  username,  password,  nonce  and
timestamp.

11. CMS  retrieved  hashing  and  decryption
keys from KMS.

12. CMS  retrieved  HK and  DK  and  their
hashes from KMS.

13. Retrieved  keys  are  decrypted  by  using
KEK,  then,  they  are  compared  against
their hashes to determine any integrity vi-
olation

14. CMS  decrypts  HIS  patient’s  identifier
(UUI),  Nonce  (N),  Username  (U),  Pass-
word  (PA) and Timestamp  (T) by using
the decryption function and keys.

For each

{

15. Decrypted  data  from  CMS  client  is
hashed using hash function and keys then
is  compared  to  hashed data  from CMS
client.  If the output of the comparison is
different,  then  no  further  processing  of
the request will proceed. In addition, data
validation for selected fields is performed
by validation function,  V at this stage in
order  to  protect  the  CMS  application
from attacks.  CMS verifies  authenticity
of the request from CMS client. It checks
whether  the following are correct;  user-
name,  password,  CMS client  identifica-
tion number, nonce and timestamp valid-
ity window. Any mismatch will stop fur-
ther processing of the request.
VAS = FALSE
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If (V( , ,SDI) AND !=

 AND < )

{
  VAS = TRUE
}
HMS = FALSE

For each 

{

If ( )

{
HMS = TRUE
Exit Loop
}
}
If  (VAS  ==  TRUE  AND  HMS  ==
FALSE)
{
Save the new nonce and timestamp infor-
mation
Proceed with the next step
}
Else
{
Stop processing the request
}

16. For  the  communication  between  CMS
and CMS storage, CMS performs either
of the following

i. CMS encrypts  data  before  send-
ing to CMS storage if it is a sav-
ing or updating operation. At this
stage only patient’s  consent (Ac-
cess Status),  AS is encrypted, but
any other information may be en-
crypted when there is a need to do
so.  Moreover,  hashing of data  is
done at this stage if needed.

ii. CMS decrypts data received from
CMS storage if it is a read opera-
tion.

17. CMS  uses  encryption/decryption  keys
from KMS which are in memory to en-
crypt the response from CMS storage be-
fore sending to CMS client. In addition,
CMS hashes the response with the hash
function and keys which are still in mem-
ory.

For each 

{

For each 

{

}
18. Hashed and encrypted CMS response is

sent  to  CMS  client.  In  addition,  en-
crypted  nonce,  timestamp  and  server
identifier are sent to CMS client.

19. CMS client decrypts the CMS response,
nonce, timestamp and server identifier by
using the decryption  function and keys.
The keys which are used here are those in
CMS client memory.

For each

{

}

20. CMS client verifies authenticity of the in-
formation from CMS. It checks whether
the  following are  correct;  server  identi-
fier,  nonce  and timestamp validity  win-
dow. Any mismatch will stop further pro-
cessing of the response. Decrypted CMS
response  is  hashed by using  hash func-
tion  and  key,  and  then  is  compared  to
hashed CMS response.  The response will
not be processed further if there is a dis-
crepancy in the output of the comparison.
Data validation is also performed at this
stage to protect the CMS client from de-
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nial of service. From this point any fur-
ther  activity  may  proceed  at  the  CMS
client.
VAS = FALSE
If (V(SDI) AND 

!= AND <

)

{
  VAS = TRUE
}
HMS = FALSE

For each 

{

If ( )

{
HMS = TRUE
Exit Loop
}
}
If(VAS == TRUE AND HMS == FALSE)
{
Save new nonce and timestamp informa-
tion
Proceed with the next process
}
Else
{
Stop processing the request
}

The model was implemented by using python 
programming language. Figure 6 and 7 show 
examples of the implementation parts of the 
model.

4 FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS

During  model  testing,  the  key  findings  were
identified  from  the  analysis.  The  findings
revealed  provision  of  authentication,  integrity,
non-repudiation, confidentiality, availability and
authorization services to patients’ consent.

Consent Management Security Model (CMSM)
enforced Consent Management System (CMS) to
process requests from trusted sources only. CMS
was configured  to  accept  requests  from device
with  41.86.176.156  IP address  and  its  own IP
address. The CMS client  launched a request to
CMS with 41.86.176.157 IP address. The request
was not successful due to the fact that CMSM
did not allow CMS to process any request from
such  IP  address.  Therefore,  CMSM  protects
CMS  from processing  requests  from untrusted
sources.  It  is  worth  to  note  that  other  source
device identifiers such as Media Access Control
(MAC) address  could  also be used as  filtering
criterion apart from IP address. In addition, CMS
processed  request  with  particular  nonce,
timestamp  and  allowed  source  address  only
once. That is to say, CMSM did not allow CMS
to  process  the  replay  request  which  is  among
forms  of  spoofing  attacks.  Hence,  it  helps  to
protect  CMS  against  replay  attacks.  This  was
evidenced  by  repeating  sending  a  request  to
CMS from CMS client with the previous nonce
and timestamp

The model assured the existence of integrity on
consent  information.  Consent  was  hashed  in
CMS with 41.86.177.137 IP address before was
sent to HIS. Once it reached HIS, consent was
decrypted and hashed again, then compared with
the  hashed  consent  received  from  CMS.  The
output  of  hashed  consent  at  the  HIS  was  the
same  as  that  at  CMS.  This  means  CMS  has
provided assurance on the consent integrity. The
same procedure could be applied to verify data
integrity  residing  in  CMS storage.  In  addition,
the  model  provided  audit  trails  that  prevent
patients from denying activities which they have
performed on their consent information. Patient’s

Figure 6. Verification of source device identity

Figure 7. Symmetric encryption implementation
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identifier,  HCW  identifier,  SDI,  activity  type,
activity  timestamp  and  remarks  about  the
activity  were  captured  and  stored  in  the  audit
trails.  This  information  will  be  used  in  case
privacy violations occur on patients’ consent or
EPR  to  settle  disputes.  Additionally,  the
information could be used as a log that provides
opportunity to review previous activities which
can detect any malicious activity attempts.

Confidentiality  on  patients’  consent  was
achieved  through  asymmetric  and  symmetric
encryption.  Patient  information  including  her
consent  transmitted  from CMS  client  to  CMS
was encrypted using symmetric encryption and a
corresponding  symmetric  key.  But,  it  is
important to note that the exchange of symmetric
keys  between  parties  was  achieved  through
asymmetric encryption. Furthermore, it was not
possible  to  break  encrypted  data  which  were
generated  by  developed  model.  Generated
random keys and initialization vectors were used
to  try  to  decrypt  cipher  text  with
value772c87f614705e268362.  Expected  plain
text  in  Hexadecimal  format  was
323031372d30382d3233.  All  results  did  not
match the expected result which implies that the
model  is  providing  consent  confidentiality
accordingly.

The model ensured availability of consent upon
request.  Major  attack  on  availability  of  a
patients’ consent  is  a  DOS attack.  It  comes  in
various forms, but the one which caused by the
supply  of  unwanted  content  was  considered.
Username field in the login form was selected to
test  the  Denial  of  Service  (DOS)  attack  by
supplying  it  with  unwanted  characters.  The
predefined  list  of  unwanted  characters  can  be
expanded as much as per the risk appetite level.
The same control could be applied to any other
form  field  in  the  CMS  application  to  provide
DOS  protection.  Each  attempt  was  supplied
along  with  a  valid  existing  password  in  the
storage.  All  attempts  were  not  successful.  The
model which is integrated in CMS was able to
deny the processing of these attempts before they
reached  CMS  storage.  Hence,  assurance  of
availability of a patients’ consent up on request
was  guaranteed.  The  model  was  also  able  to
prevent  authorized  users  to  escalate  privilege.
Attempts to login into CMS as a patient by using

legitimate  doctor’s  credentials  were  not
successful. This is due to the fact that access to
CMS was based on the combination of a user’s
role and credentials.  Moreover,  storage of user
credentials was segmented within CMS storage.
This  means  if  the  part  which  stores  patients’
credentials  has  been  comprised,  then  the  other
parts  which  keep  HCW  and  administrator’s
credentials  will  remain  resilient  to  the  attack.
The same test  was  repeated  by  using  patient’s
credentials against doctor’s privileges. It was not
successful as the other case.

5 CONCLUSION

Information security plays an important  part  in
protecting patients’ consent. In fact, it was found
that the developed model utilized cryptographic
mechanisms to protect patients’ consent against
confidentiality,  integrity  and  authentication
attacks.  Furthermore,  the  developed  model
provided;  access  to  Consent  Management
System  (CMS)  based  on  privileges,  non
repudiation capability for activities performed by
patients in CMS and reliable availability of CMS
to  authentic  source  of  requests.  The  study
provided  procedures  on  how  these  were
achieved. Data was collected from University of
Dar Es Salaam health medical center and others
were simulated in order to meet requirements for
evaluation  of  the  model.  Authentication,
integrity,  confidentiality,  availability,  non
repudiation  and  authorization  were  the
measuring parameters for this model. The results
from  this  study  have  been  compared  with
existing  research  studies  and  found  that  the
developed  model  provides  better  security
protection on CMS.
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Abstract: 
The recognition system based on iris images is costly 

and requires high resolution optical sensors and 

camera systems to aid security professionals at the 

time of authentication and verification. The 

fingerprint recognition system may not be as 

complicated as iris recognition system, but it requires 

individual physical contact at the time of 

identification. Iris recognition is more accurate than 

fingerprinting. The facial image can change 

depending on how the subject is sitting however, the 

shape and structure of the facial skeleton, location of 

the eyes, mouth, and nose remain unchanged. Due to 

this remarkable characteristic and ability to generate 

the facial image features with near perfect identifiers 

and the lack of requirement for physical contact with 

the recognition system makes the facial recognition 

system unique.  The development of a complex facial 

recognition system using this approach could be used 

to identify unauthorized users and hackers and greatly 

improve cyber security processes. The features can be 

obtained from processing information stored on 

videos or facial images captured from the scene even 

without contact. Many recognition systems have been 

developed over the last fifty years, but one of the 

most accurate and fastest methods for identifying 

faces is based on the Eigen Analysis of facial 

features. 
In this research program a hybrid technique for 

personal recognition based on facial imaging and 

fingerprinting, using Discrete Wavelet Transform 

(DWT), is proposed and applied on Facial imaging 

and Fingerprinting images to create a compressed 

coded version of the information. Then, Singular 

Value Decomposition (SVD) is applied on the coded 

image to find the Singular Values (SVs) of the coded 

image as the recognition feature. Once each SVs 

vector is formed, both vectors will be merged to 

obtain final feature vectors for recognition. The 

feature vectors will be used to compare against all 

other feature vectors stored in the database to find the 

best match or no match. Three-level cryptography 

(scrambling, transformation and XOR operations with 

a secret key) will be used to secure the features 

vectors prior to storage on the databases or the cloud 

computing facilities.  

All feature vectors are stored inside our Facial 

Imaging database. During the identification process 

the algorithm will calculate all sub-image features and 

form a feature vector to be compared with existing 

feature vectors inside the database. The Euclidean 

Minimum Distance has been used to obtain the best 

match for the target image amongst the source images 

and print the closest images or no match message. 

The initial research results and findings clearly 

indicate that the new hybrid method for individual 

recognition based on the DWT and SVD has greater 

results compared with DCT, DWT or PCA methods.    

Keywords: Biometric, Fingerprint, Facial 

recognition, Authentication, Feature Extraction, 

Singular Value, DCT, DWT, SVD, PCA, 

Cryptography, Compression. 

 

Introduction: 

 

The invention of high-speed digital computers and 

advancement in Information and Communication 

Technology (ICT) helped to move enormous amounts 

of information and data from daily life over cloud 

computing facilities, local and national networks. The 

information stored on cloud computing facilities, 

storage devices, databases and even during 

transmission must be secured using reliable and fast 

cryptography. In addition, networks, data centers, 

research facilities, military sites and all other network 

systems that contain vital information must be 

protected from intruders, illegal users and hackers. 

The traditional recognition systems used in cyber 
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security authentication were based on passwords and 

other information which are not related to the 

extracted features from individual biological 

characteristics and cannot be reliable because some of 

the secret keys and passwords could be forgotten, 

guessed, generated or even be stolen. The physical 

plastic card, smart cards, tokens and other additional 

items required for recognition may be lost, stolen or 

reproduced by thieves and illegal users. The features 

extracted from the individual biological 

characteristics cannot be stolen, misplaced, forgotten, 

or forged. The recognition system based on the 

individual features such as fingerprints and facial 

images are more reliable than traditional recognition 

systems because a human presence is required at the 

site and other information it is not necessary to be 

stored or memorized for accessing security systems 

[1-4]. 

The biometric authentication and recognition based 

on the features obtained from individuals are the most 

reliable technique of authentication and recognition 

because most of the individual characteristics and 

traits i.e. facial images and fingerprints are unlikely to 

change for a period of time. Cyber security has 

encountered many challenges especially when 

intruders have learned how to use the advanced 

technology and sensitive substances to build fake 

identification tools such as replicated fingerprints, 

imitation faces and even (fake) iris prints on cosmetic 

lenses to fool the systems and breach security.  

Although the biometric recognition systems based on 

the iris images were the most reliable, the requirement 

of complex camera systems with high resolution 

sensors, robust and fast algorithms, along with the 

physical contact of the individual has made the iris 

recognition system very costly and troublesome. In 

contrast, the facial recognition systems may not 

require the presence of the individual at the 

recognition site because the facial image can be 

captured from a database of photographs or 

uncontrolled video or from surveillance cameras 

without physical contact, long before the individual 

reaches to the recognition system. Thus, the biometric 

recognition system based on facial images is still 

promising in spite of its challenges and limitations 

due to individual aging problem, facial expression, 

partial occlusion, light illumination and so on. The 

fingerprint information capture can be easily done by 

one scanner and it does not require complex sensor 

detection systems or complex camera systems 

required for iris recognition. 

Humans have high perception in facial recognition 

even when the individual changes their appearance 

when relatives and friends can still easily identify that 

person. Building intelligent and smart systems with 

the capability and perception for facial recognition is 

still an ongoing problem and there are a number of 

research programs under development. The human 

perception is amazing and so far, no one has built a   

facial recognition system with the same rate that 

recognizes the individual face in every critical 

condition. Application of facial recognition includes 

video surveillance, automatic indexing of images, 

passport and visa verification, driving license 

verification, comparative exams, government and 

private sectors, voter fraud, FaceID and advanced 

human-computer interaction. Apple Inc. released the 

iPhone X with Face ID on November 3, 2017 with  

facial recognition capability to perform the biometric 

authentication that permits only the owner to access 

the mobile device [5-9].The Face ID relies only on 

the unique characteristic of the owner’s face in which 

it scans the face accurately and compares with the 

stored facial image and recognizes the owner at all  

times even in different lighting conditions and with 

some changes in appearances. The biometric feature 

is important because individual characteristics do not 

change quickly over time and they do not need to 

memorize sequences of secret codes or other 

information necessary for identification and 

authentication. New biometric systems have the 

capability to identify individuals very quickly and 

they provide us with the accurate, reliable and low-

cost solutions.  

This paper contains 10 sections as follows: 

 
1-Background on facial imaging –fingerprinting 

recognition. 

2-Individual identification based on facial imaging –
fingerprinting  

3-Cyber security based on facial imaging –fingerprinting. 

4-Advantage of biometric identification over others. 
5-Proposed identification based on facial imaging –

fingerprinting. 

6-Proposed cryptography for securing features. 
7-Methodology of the identification process. 

8-Experimenatl results and discussion. 

9-Conclustions. 

10-Future work and proposed application. 
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1. Facial Imaging and Fingerprinting 

 

Many researchers have worked on the area of 

individual recognition systems based on facial or 

fingerprint images. However, the pioneers of 

automatic facial recognition are Timbered Bledsoe, 

Greg Helen Chan and Charles Bisson. Helen Chan, 

and Charles Bisson also used computer algorithms to 

identify human faces and they obtained several good 

results for recognition (1965-1966) but they were 

unable to publish their research work due to some 

restrictions on the disclosure of intelligence [10-11]. 

They created a large database of images and their 

algorithm was designed to select the target image and 

compare it with those images which were stored in 

the database. Their algorithm was used to calculate 

the ratio of some responses regarding the distance of 

their eyes and the distances from their mouth as well 

as other characteristic measurements. The success of 

this method can be measured in terms of the ratio of 

response for all predefined characteristics when 

compared with the characteristics of all images stored 

in the database.  

Although their method was successful they indicated 

that their method would not work properly and might 

create false recognition if there is image rotation, tilt, 

light intensity, angle, facial expression, aging and 

more. But, in particular, the relationship between two 

images of a person with two different head rotations 

is very small. The operator automatically extracts the 

coordinates from features such as the center of the 

pupils, the inner corner of the eye, the outer corner of 

the eye, and so on. Then a list of 20 distances such as 

mouth width and eye width were calculated for the 

recognition process. The process was time consuming 

and the operators can only handle approximately 40 

images in one hour. Several systems have been 

developed by Christopher von der Malsburg and 

graduate students at Bochum University in Germany 

and the University of Southern California in the 

United States, as well as most systems developed by 

the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), and 

the University of Maryland. The Bochum System was 

developed by the US Army Research Laboratory and 

the software was sold and used by Zn-Face. The Zn-

Face software was used by Deutsche Bank and 

international airports to identify the individual at the 

gates or other busy areas. The software had the 

capability to recognize individuals by facial images 

even though they have changed their facial features 

such as mustaches, beards, hairstyles, glasses and 

sunglasses.  

Scientists and Engineers have faced challenges with 

the problem of individual recognition based on the 

facial image and fingerprint image. They have 

introduced new techniques to cope with new 

technology. In 2006 Vendor Face Detection Test 

(FRVT) and the Iris Challenge Assessment (ICE) 

were a major victory provided by the National 

Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). 

Matching face recognition algorithms have proven 

that the advanced technology and new algorithm have 

increased the rate of recognition by twenty times 

since 2002 and tenfold since 1995. In fact, in the 

advanced face recognition algorithms many features 

have been extracted and methods such as Eigen 

feature extraction based on the co-variance matrix of 

the face image, neural networks, dynamic link 

architecture, hidden Markov model, geometrical 

feature matching and template matching are used. The 

approaches are analyzed in terms of the facial features 

extracted and the method of classification that has 

been used for comparison of the target image and the 

stored images in the databases [12-14].  

Eigen face is one of the most accurate approaches to 

facial recognition. It is also known as Karhunen-

Loève expansion, in which the Eigen analysis of co-

variance matrix for each image is calculated to extract 

its Eigen values by a famous technique called 

Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [15-18]. The 

Eigen values of the co-variance matrix can be used to 

compress the facial images to a smaller size or 

reconstructs the facial images from more dominated 

Eigen values where the smaller Eigen values are 

ignored. Mathematically, the Eigen values and E 

Eigen vectors of the principal components of the 

facial distribution matrix or the co-variance matrix of 

the image can be calculated to decompose the image 

as linear combination of the all Eigen vectors. Any 

image can be reconstructed as the linear combination 

of all Eigen values and Eigen vectors because the set 

of Eigen vectors of the co-variance matrix are linearly 

independent However, it is possible to use only 

dominated Eigen values in image reconstruction 

where the smaller Eigen values are ignored. These 

dominated Eigen values can form a feature vector 

which can be used for image reconstruction or image 

recognition. The attractiveness of using neural 

networks can be due to its non-linearity in the 
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network in which the feature extraction process may 

be more efficient than the Karhunen-Loève linear 

methods. One of the first artificial neural network 

(ANN) techniques which was previously used for 

facial recognition is a layer-compatible network 

which contains a separate network for each stored 

individual [6]. The method of constructing the neural 

network structure is very important for successful 

recognition. It very much depends on the program 

you are looking for. For example, multi-layer 

perception and convolutional neural network have 

been applied for facial detection [19-23] and a multi-

resolution pyramid structure is applied for facial 

verification [26-30].  

Geometric feature matching techniques are based on 

computing a set of geometric features of a facial 

image. The author claimed that this technique can be 

accurate so that the facial detection is possible even 

with a resolution of at least 8x6 pixels when a single 

facial feature is hardly revealed in detail [31-33]. It 

implies that overall geometric configuration of facial 

features are sufficient for facial detection. The overall 

configuration is just a feature vector which consists of 

the position and size of the main facial features such 

as eyes and eyebrows, nose, mouth and facial 

features. The pioneer researchers in automatic facial 

recognition [34-36] have used the geometric features 

and achieved a peak performance of 75% recognition 

rate on a database of 20 people with 2 images per 

person, one as model and the other as a test image 

[37-40]. 
The first modern facial recognition system was 

developed in the late 1960’s and early 1970’s in 

which the geometric properties of the face were used 

for identification. Several features of the face such as 

both eyes, shape of mouth, cheek, and chin were 

selected to create a feature vector for identification. 

The geometric features of the face are good 

parameters for the recognition but they will perform 

differently at different light levels and they are 

considered as reliable features for recognition [13 - 

41]. A reliable method of facial recognition can be 

obtained by using the Principle Component Analysis 

(PCA) of the facial image that reduces the dimension 

of the facial image vectors. The PCA method has 

shown good improvement compared with DCT, DWT 

and geometric features. However, the PCA suffers 

from the computational times due to its direct 

calculation of the Eigen values and Eigen vectors of 

the co-variance matrix of training images [41-48]. 

Fingerprinting has been used by humans as a reliable 

means of individual identification even long Before 

Christ (BC). Fingerprints have been found on ancient 

Babylonian clay tablets, seals, and pottery. Chinese 

records left from the Qin Dynasty (221-206 BC) have 

indicated that handprints have been used as evidence 

during burglary investigations. In 200 BC fingerprints 

were used to sign the written documents and contracts 

in Babylon. The chinese were the first nation to 

invent paper in 105 BC and they are also pioneers in 

using handprints and fingerprints on their documents. 

Iranian Physician Rashid Al-Din Hamadani (1247-

1318) has mentioned in his book 

(Jami. a Al Tawari التااایخ جامع   ) "Universal History”, 

about the fingerprint as a means of signature and 

signing contracts during the Persian Empire. Dr. 

Nehemiah Grew was the first European who 

published a paper in "Philosophical Transactions of 

the Royal Society of London", 1684, and indicated 

about the ridge skin observations and fingerprints. In 

1686, Marcello Malpighi, an anatomy professor at the 

University of Bologna, noted about fingerprint ridges, 

spirals and loops, where a layer of skin was named 

after him, "Malpighi layer". In 1823, Jan Evangelista 

Purkinje, anatomy professor at the University of 

Breslau, published his thesis discussing nine 

fingerprint patterns but he never mentioned that 

fingerprints can be used as means of individual 

identification. The British started to use fingerprints 

on ‘native contracts’, in July 1858, when Sir William 

James Herschel was the Chief Magistrate of the 

Hooghly District in Jungipoor, India. In July 1877, 

American microscopist Thomas Taylor proposed that 

finger and palm prints left on any object might be 

used to solve crimes. In 1882, Gilbert Thompson of 

the U.S. Geological Survey in New Mexico was the 

first person in the United States of America who used 

his own thumb print on a document to help prevent 

forgery. In 1888, Bertillon was appointed as the Chief 

of the newly created Department of Justice and he 

used the anthropometry as the primary means of 

identification and introduced the fingerprints as 

second category of special marks. In 1892, Inspector 

Eduardo Alvarez made the first criminal fingerprint 

identification, at Buenos Aires, Argentina, where a 

woman murdered her two sons and cut her throat to 

create a scenario to deceive the authorities. She tried 

to make it hard for investigators to detect her criminal 

action but her fingerprint on the door post proved her 

identity. In 1901, the Fingerprint Branch at New 
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Scotland Yard (Metropolitan Police) was created and 

one year later, 1902, Dr. Henry Pelouze de Forest 

suggested the use of fingerprints to screen New York 

City civil service applicants. Fingerprinting has 

evolved rapidly after the invention of digital 

electronics and computer facilities and presently 

fingerprint identification has been the most common 

means of identification and attendance registration in 

almost all offices around the world. 

The most important challenge of cyber security is the 

presentation of fake samples at identification sites to 

act like a genuine client by fooling the recognition 

system in which the authentication process can be 

completed by fake fingerprints, printed cosmetic lens 

patterns, or even by face masks. The cyber security 

can be guaranteed by using the biometric 

authentication based on the facial-fingerprint features 

which would be obtained accurately by applying our 

proposed DWT-SVD method followed by three levels 

of cryptography to secure the feature vector prior to 

storing on a database. 

2. Personal Identification Based on Facial 

Imaging and Fingerprinting 

We have reviewed the previous works which have 

been done on feature extraction of both facial images 

and fingerprint images. The literature review revealed 

that the Principle Component Analysis (PCA) of the 

co-variance matrix can produce more accurate results 

in the individual identification as compared with 

DCT, DWT, artificial neural network, geometric 

feature extractions, and Hidden Markov Model. 

Researchers have shown that their enhanced SVD 

method has improved the accuracy of facial 

recognition as compared with Eigen faces, Fisher 

faces, and Laplacian faces. We have combined two 

methods of data compression, DWT, and feature 

extraction, SVD, to obtain our proposed hybrid model 

based on the feature vectors of both Facial images and 

Fingerprint images, called SVD-DWT faces. In this 

method we have extracted the features of both facial 

images and fingerprint images, in which the DWT 

algorithm is applied to reduce the size of the image 

matrix and create the DWT codes. Once the DWT 

codes are generated the SVD algorithm also applied 

on the DWT image codes to decompose the DWT 

matrix into three matrices, left singular vector, 

singular values, and right singular vectors. The 

Singular Values (SVs) will be used as extracted 

features which can be stored into the database for the 

future identification or can be used for comparison 

against existing features already stored. This 

algorithm can be implemented on mobile devices and 

tablets for personal recognition due to its high speed 

and accuracy that require less memory and CPU 

which is the limitation with most devices. The 

problem of most feature extraction algorithms is the 

time consumed for the detection and comparison but 

our method is fast and robust and can be replace the 

existing methods [25]. 

3. Cyber Security solution Based On Facial 

Imaging and Fingerprinting  

The biometric system identification is very safe and 

could be considered the most effective method of 

individual identification because the biometric 

signatures are unique for each individual. The facial 

images and fingerprints are very accurate, easy to use, 

and the most economical biometric individual 

identification and personal computer user 

authentication technique. The data acquisition process 

is easy and only requires high resolution cameras for 

facial image capturing and a good quality scanner for 

fingerprint scanning.  Fingerprint readers, iris scans 

and facial recognition have been used by high 

technology companies such as Apple Inc. which 

delivers significant advantages in the fight against 

cybercrime. Unfortunately, there are some risks in 

using biometric signatures such as the facial imaging, 

fingerprinting or even iris scanning because these 

systems can be hacked by cyber criminals trying to 

either steal or replicate the biometric data. In addition, 

clinics, health centers and hospitals which hold 

patient medical history, blood samples or DNA 

profiles must understand the security implications of a 

data breach and their potential liability. The biometric 

spoofing is the process of fooling a biometric security 

system using fake or copied biometric information. 

For example, a fingerprint can be stolen, copied and 

molded into artificial silicon to be used for unlocking 

a mobile device or accessing the user’s bank account. 

The facial image can be copied on another smart 

phone and a photograph of the owner can be used for 

unlocking the device [24]. 

4. Advantages of Biometric Identification over 

Traditional Methods  

The biometric system identification has many 

advantages over the traditional technique when the 

password or PIN numbers are used for accessing the 

network, making some transactions at ATM machines 

or passing through a secure door. If biometric 

identification is used it will reduce the likelihood of a 
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breach because the hacker algorithms cannot be used 

to retrieve keywords. It also eliminates the possibility 

of forgetting users' passwords. Biometric 

authentication can be applied based on the static 

models or dynamic in which the action is involved.  

The dynamics of writing one's signature as well as 

typewriting on the keyboard can be analyzed for the 

individual identification. Biometric signatures are 

vulnerable because the fingerprints of an individual 

can be captured from a glass of water and fool the 

scanning device at security gates or the image of a 

person can be copied by smart phone and use to fool 

the security system [32].  

The following proposed techniques can be used to 

reduce the vulnerability of biometric signatures and 

increase the cyber security: 

i- Encrypt the facial images or calculate their 

features before they are stored on the 

database. 

ii- Encrypt the fingerprint images or calculate 

their features before they are stored on the 

database. 

iii- Modify the identification system to be worked 

with Live Fingerprint images or Live Facial 

Images, in which the face and finger 

movements are required to capture the live 

images by using multiple high-resolution 

cameras. 

5. Proposed Biometric Identification based on 

Facial Imaging and Fingerprinting  

The research carried out in this article includes the 

design and implementation of a new identification 

system and basis for analyzing of the fingerprint & 

facial features. Once the features were obtained from 

face and fingerprint identification algorithms, we 

would store them in the databases for future 

identification. When an individual is approaching the 

security gate in which proposed algorithm is 

implemented, the facial image and fingerprint image 

of the individual will be taken by high resolution 

cameras and scanners. Then, our algorithm will 

compute the biometric feature vector of the individual 

and compare it with feature vectors stored in the 

database to find the exact match, best match, or no 

match for identification. We will design and 

implement an algorithm to get the characteristic of the 

Face and Fingerprint images by using DWT and 

SVD. First DWT is applied on each image to reduce 

the information and provide metadata rather than raw 

data. Then the SVD algorithm is applied to generate 

the singular values of the DWT coded data. The 

Singular values of face image and fingerprint image 

will be merged to obtain one feature vector for the 

comparison at the identification stage or storing on 

the database during the registration stage. We can 

apply our algorithm with 150 or more selected facial 

images along with the same number of related 

fingerprints to test the performance and the rate of the 

identification process as compared with other existing 

methods. Our hybrid method of the Facial-Fingerprint 

identification is new, unique, reliable and robust 

because its performance is based on the combination 

of the features obtained after applying DWT and 

SVD. Our proposed method can be used in retail 

stores or any other shopping centers to replace 

traditional credit card and PIN numbers with facial 

image processing for shopping and fingerprint 

processing for the final approval stage to complete the 

shopping process. 

 

6. Proposed Cryptography for Securing 

Features 

Our proposed algorithm is unique and based on two 

levels of data compression performed by DWT and 

SVD respectively, as well as three levels of security 

for applying encryption, based on the orthogonal 

transform matrices once the feature extraction 

processes are completed and prior to storing them on 

the databases. We have used the orthogonal transform 

matrices, such as DCT, Malakooti Transform (MT), 

DWT, Hadamard Transform (HT) to save the process 

time for matrix inversion during the decryption. The 

decryption process required inversion of the 

transform matrix and if the transform matrix is not 

orthogonal the inversion process would be time 

consuming and useless especially for real time 

processing. However, if we use the orthogonal 

transform for the encryption process the matrix 

inversion during the decryption process would be 

done easily and can be obtained by its transformation 

divided by a number which is already formulated. The 

time consumption for the process of orthogonal 

matrix inversion during the decryption stage would be 

negligible (order of one) as compared to non-

orthogonal matrix inversion which requires direct 

calculation (order of 3).  

The encryption of the extracted feature vectors is 

additional an security caution to protect the feature 
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vectors from unauthorized user or people who breach 

the security of the network and intend to discover the 

vital information stored inside the database or cloud 

computing storage facilities. The encryption has three 

levels of security and we can apply the first, second, 

or even third level of encryption security. First, we 

will scramble the information based on our proposed 

scramble algorithm. Then the scrambled data will be 

multiplied by an orthogonal matrix, such as 

Hadamard matrix or Discrete Cosine Transform and 

finally the transformed encrypted information will be 

XOR with the proposed randomized key gen values.  

The result of our algorithm will be compared with the 

existing biometric authentication algorithms to 

compare the speed of operation, robustness and 

complexity of our proposed algorithm 

 

7. Methodology: 

To achieve the objective, the following research 

methods were used: 

• Extracted the facial images and fingerprint 

images captured from high resolution cameras 

and scanners and saved them in to two 

separate files. 

• Applied DWT on the extracted facial images 

and fingerprint images and saved them in to 

two separate files. 

• Once the coded images are obtained from the 

DWT the facial images and fingerprint images 

are then applied to the SVD to obtain the 

singular values of coded facial images and 

coded fingerprint images. 

• Merged the singular values of both combined 

DWT-SVD algorithms into a feature vector 

along with the individual ID for future 

identification. 

• Encrypted the contents of the feature vector 

and saved them on the database for future 

retrievals. 

• Developed an accurate and reliable biometric 

authentication system based on the facial-

fingerprint images that is more operational, 

cost efficient and able to identify the 

individual with fake fingerprint or fake facial 

image at the recognition site.   

• Identified the factors that need to be taken into 

account to implement cybersecurity solution 

based on the Face-Fingerprint images.  

 

8. Experimental Results and Discussion: 

Mohammad Sharif, et. al. [44] has shown that the 

enhanced SVD method has improved the accuracy of 

facial recognition as compared with Eigen faces, 

Fisher faces and Laplacian faces. We also applied our 

proposed algorithm on 150 face images from PIE 

facialDB along with 150 fingerprint images assigned 

to 150 individuals to test the performance and the rate 

of identification our hybrid method based on DWT-

SVD. The results of the simulation shown in Table-1 

are obtained from ratio of the number of recognized 

images over the total number of images in the 

database to calculate the accuracy.  

 (Eq- 1) 

Where, NR is the number of recognized images, NT 

is the total number of images in database. 

The findings obtained in our method have been 

compared with other techniques and it has clearly 

shown the superiority of our algorithm over the 

existing ones as tabulated in Table-1.  

Table-1: Comparison of the Proposed DWT-SVD   

              Method with others using PIE Facial DB 

Method Accuracy Percentage 

Eigen Faces  121/150 86.66% 

Fisher Faces 142/150 94.60% 

Laplacian Faces 143/150 95.33% 

Enhanced SVD Faces 144/150 96.0% 

DWT, SVD Faces 

(Proposed Method) 

148/150 98.66% 

 

The results of the implementation have shown that the 

average recognition rate for Eigen Faces, Fisher 

Faces, Laplacian Faces were 86.66%, 94.60%, and 

95.33% respectively. The enhanced SVD has 

improved the identification rate to 96.0% while our 

proposed method (DWT-SVD Faces) has a higher 

identification rate, 98.66% as compared with other 

techniques. We have also calculated the Mean Square 

Error (MSE) of facial image identification for four (4) 

images related to the same man but at different 

positions and light conditions as well as MSE of 4 

assigned fingerprint image identifications.  
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 (Eq- 2) 

Where, N is total number of images in the database, 

St is the singular value of the target image, Si is the 

singular value of the stored images.  

The tabulated results, (Table-2 to Table-7), clearly 

show that our proposed method has a better 

performance in identification and results in the 

smaller MSE as compared with DCT as well as 

required less processing time, Table 5 

.  
Table 2-MSE of 4 Face Images from same Man 

Session 3-

Image-1 
Image-1 Image-2 Image-3 Image-4 

DWT 0 0.5781 3.7818 9.238 

DCT 0 1.7891 8.4561 21.936 

HT 0 0.0435 0.2871 0.3689 

MT 0 0.0013 0.0023 0.0043 

 

Table 3-MSE of 4 Face Images from same Man 
Session 3-

Image-2 
Image-1 Image-2 Image-3 Image-4 

DWT 0.4983 0 2.9841 7.9812 

DCT 1.3256 0 7.3421 23.293 

HT 0.0327 0 0.2171 0.3139 

MT 0.0014 0 0.0018 0.0031 

 

Table 4-MSE of 4 Face Images from same Man 
Session 3-
Image-3 

 

Image-1 Image-2 Image-3 Image-4 

DWT 3.4175 3.3242 0 5.4672 

DCT 9.2356 7.4578 0 13.725 

HT 0.1871 0.1464 0 0.2477 

MT 0.0017 0.0016 0 0.0019 
 

Table 5-MSE of 4 Face Images from same Man 
Session 3-

Image-4 

 

Image-1 Image-2 Image-3 Image-4 

DWT 8.453 8.237 5.874 0 

DCT 17.145 17.981 12.787 0 

HT 0.2318 0.3289 0.2278 0 

MT 0.0046 0.0042 0.0028 0 

 
Table 6-Process Time (in MS) of 4 Face Images 

Session 3-

Image 1-4 

Image-1 Image-1 Image-1 Image-1 

 
DWT 29416 29897 32914 35769 

DCT 75915 77981 66891 75871 

HT 57291 56891 54991 54895 

MT 58734 58611 58321 52936 

 

 
Figure-1: The Fingerprint Images of 4 Individual  

 
Table 7-Process Time (in MS) of 4 Finger Prints Images 

DB1-102 

Fingerprints 

Image 1  Image 2  Image 3  Image 4  

DWT 29763 28943 31216 35734 

DCT 74983 77823 66437 75341 

HT 55351 55872 54983 54367 

MT 58763 58991 58732 51818 

 

9. Conclusions 
 

We have determined a reliable, robust and fast 

technique for the calculation of individual facial 

recognition based on a combination of the DWT and 

SVD algorithm to obtain facial features for both 

registration and identification stages has been 

developed and presented in this paper. However, 

during the registration the symmetric cryptograph 

could be used to secure the captured facial features 

before being stored on the database. The encryption 

technique used three levels of security, scrambling by 

our proposed algorithms, transformation by using 

orthogonal transforms and XOR operation of the 

output of second stage with random number generator 

algorithm. This encryption process can be limited to 

one level or two levels instead of three if the speed of 

operation is important for real time analysis or a faster 

operation is required. However, the encryption 

process at any required level will increase the security 

of vital information before being stored on the local 

database or transmitted over networks to be saved on 

a cloud storage facility. The extracted features have 

been compared with the stored features on the 

databases to find the best match by calculating 

minimum distance technique based on the Frobenius 

Norm.  The proposed algorithm minimises the cost 

and time consumption for calculating the facial- 
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fingerprint features as well as obtaining better 

resolution compared with the traditional algorithms, 

(Table-2 to Table-7). 

Our algorithm can be used in retail stores for payment 

operations instead of using credit cards and PIN 

Numbers. We have suggested that for future work the 

research can expand our algorithm and use some 

criteria to select only the dominated singular values 

over the entire range of singular values to reduce the 

size of feature vectors which leads to saving storage 

space as well as increasing the process time for 

operations. We also believe that DWT can be 

replaced with either Hadamard Transform (HT) or 

Malakooti Transform (MT) for more accurate results 

for recognition but it might take more time 

operationally. 

 

10. Proposed Application of Facial-Fingerprint 

Imaging 

 

One possible future application for facial recognition 

systems is in retail stores. The cash register of the 

retail stores can be equipped with the cameras to 

obtain the facial images of customers during the 

transactions and ask them to use their fingerprints for 

final approval similar to what we are doing in the 

process of credit card and security PIN numbers. The 

recognition system should be able to switch from 

hybrid model of face-fingerprint identification to face 

and PIN numbers if the client’s hand were to be 

broken or injured. This method of hybrid face-

fingerprint is my proposed technique for the future of 

shopping at retail stores with high technology. Our 

proposed identification technique provides comfort 

for the customers to perform shopping without 

carrying any physical cards and without memorizing 

PIN numbers. This idea can be expanded to hotel 

reservations, eating at restaurants, buying train or 

airline tickets, renting a car, or paying hospital bills. 
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